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THE HEAVENS TO HELP ME 
ygEve.s. yday I took my l ittle br her down there tc go crab fiar in.g o ~~ 
by 
ne7er "'vh~:tught mucz.1 abou' , what the heavens told me . 1 1at i~j I 
11 :.'\73 ... thought much about them IDltil I moved her.e$ t Co:rpuB~ 
Coy·pus i_::; co th b. ~1 ru 1d the sea. ~ornir:g in is oalm and gerrtl by 
-::.h:~ timf" i ·'-. T:::. <:1 ~hes the sh ·:1"e ., .Bu-i, ever-y -->nee in a wh~~l.., I g·.. .. tJ t. tc 
Pa ..... :~c: IslaLd where h cea i3 'Wild and la.e?hing!' with t,n . unde T •r nt 
p1.1.""; li11.g unLi ~- it tows everT-J:.i.ng in its each out i 1 ~<,. the d.s- 'r .. kJ) myu-
·.,Pl'iru8 depthso The sea .:3.t Ps.ol"e remir.de me .f Pa"J. c 
Paul is wild~ myst.el" .:ou;s s ~trange g evexrythin.g the se- is~ I me~ 
h:i.m 1 South B- .s.ch 9 Every-day I took my lit_t.le bro ~he1 dcrm1. t.her'a ·~ 
go crab-fishing. We alway had trouble grabbing the c~ab after he 
tJaught hC'ld of the ba e,.,;!J. . So !N'e j-.. st let him go a.gain~ watch·i 1g the 
2.1. ... eenish pea:rly pinch ·:rs disappear, groping out fer s mething . 
Fa·· :b,A,d a girl that wo ·e a blue bath:Lr..g suit~ bu·t. + ··da.y ""h,;, 
W8I:3 .\~ t w:i.th him ., He s trode aljng ever to wh ... :re my brother a ... _d I wer 
lj-i:;:1g on ow stomacl'\~h I h ad my he~d down so I diur .. ' t leek u.p until 
ha s aidSJ vsHav i n g much luck?fi 
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I caught my breath in a little gasp. It should have been bec9,use 
he startled me, but I knew i t was because he s tood so dark and hand-
some right there by me" I said, 12 No, we can't get them after they 
take the b con.•w 
1You need a net to sc op them up with, 11 Paul xplained ., 
I told him that we j ust did it for fun, mostly to amuse by bro-
ther , but he showed us the art of catching a crab by taking the string 
and feeling the tugs. Then he slowly pulled the weigt"J.t up out of the 
water . There was the miniature monster ~ gl aring at us for pull ing him 
out cf the baye Paul carefully put his thumb on its belly and his i n-
dex finger on its back, taking it away from the bacon . Suddenly it 
twisted on his grasp and pinched him. He hurled it away, muttering 
curse wor os . I heard him, and r ight then I was vaguely aware of the 
heavens "elling me to beware. But something about him fascinated me . 
'Ihe J---ed blood stood out against t.he dark tan of his hand . A dr p 
spl a tere on the pier as we walked away, l eaving my brother to crab-
fish alone . He wasn't mad anymor·e as he said, ttLet' s go up to my um-
brella." 
We s ..o4rolled along the wooden pier, watching a yacht sail around 
the rocks jutting out into the ocean~ We talked about boats and swim-
ming as Vii _, lay under the umbrella. Paul said, n I like to swim over in 
the bay -vvnere they dock the yachts." 
11 Why. " I asked, nonchalantly trailing my index finger through the 
sando -
"Because it's still and dee p. Like a big salty lake." 
I thought about still waters running deep ... .. .. • 
Once I raised up to see about my brother. When I did I could ~ee 
t he cath dral, poised high upon the bluff, looking out over the Gulf . 
nWhe .. e do you go to church?" I asked him. 
He pointed to the Greek Orthodox Church just down f rom the cathe-
dral~ I · ay back, daydreaming for a ~1ile , and looked at the Greci an 
God I h~ d just mete But again there was t hat uncomfortable feeling 
that somet hing was wrong, that the heavens were trying to tell me to 
be careful . 
I stayed with Paul all that afternoon. We talked a little, but 
When our ~yes met, our sentences faded away as the sunshine finally 
faded un il it was dusk. My brother grew tired of splashing in the 
water and crab-fishing and said he was ready to go., We said goodby-e to 
Paul, and he said, nwill you be back tomorro·w?" 
I said "Yes, we come here every day. n 
"Then I 'll see you sometime. Maybe some night we can go out to 
Padr • n His black eyes came alive with his last words and I wondered. 
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e went down to the beach almost everyday, and I sat and talked 
to Paul, except when blue bathing suit was there. When she came :~ we 
didn' t have much to say to each other. Paul never asked me to go any-
lmer-e except to Padre Island. At first I didntt think about it much, 
but now I found myself t hinking about it all the time. Even when I 
ate lunch~ I wonder ed how i t would be, lying in the sand, listening to 
a portable radio, watching t he stars twinkles I could even hear the 
surf roaring up~splashing white and foam: about our feet. An excited 
f eeling would gather in my stomach and I couldnit eat any more. 
One Friday I went down to South Beach by myself. I stretched out 
on my towel to sun and closed my eyes. I doni t know how l ong I l ay 
t here, f eeling the hot sun turn my body browner and my hair whiter& 
But soon h e was beside me~ 
nHi ~n he said. 
tiHi. Where vve you been?u 
nno-wn by the club, swimming. tl 
We didnit say much more. We jus t watched the scores of gulls 
circle overhead~ screaming t heir prot est at humanitye 
"When are we going out to Padre? 11 he asked., quite suddenly. 
There it . was: the never ending questione I wanted to go some-
where with him~ He never asked me to go to a movie or anywhere except 
to Padre. Again the dancing eyes beckoned .to me. 
Desperately I wanted to say "Tonight\ t" 
But the little tug at my conscience held me back long enough f or 
me to arise quite suddenly., "I'll let you know Sunday, Paul. I have 
to go now.,iv 
I left then. I was afraid to stay any longer . 
When I go:e·::,home we had company. My relatives were there for the 
weekend. My mother told me that we were going to Padre the next day 
and spend the whole afternoon. 
That Saturday we got an early start. We drove by the air force 
base, by the canals, and finally I got a glimpse of the white sands of 
Padre. 
The sun was hot, and the kids were screaming. They all ran out· 
to splash in the foamy, shallow water left b,y receding waves. I told 
my mother I was going to walk down the beach. 
I walked along the water's edge, feeling the wind blow through my 
hair and whip it all over my head . Here and there I stooped to pick 
up a sea shell glittering in the sand. Driftwood was scattered along 
the deserted beach, and I wondered what strange tales it could tell 
if it could talk. It was a barren, deserted land, with stretches of 
white sand on one side of me and the vast Gulf of Mexico. on the other. 
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Then I was conscious of t he l ovely oe --aL, gently lapping ne~ in-
"-it i ng armr· over the sands, beckoning, pl ading. But the heavens cri-
ed out to me, nBeware of the dark inv-iting sea. n 
The ocean seemed to whisper c<:L:essing words to the sa ds.? · HCome, 
join me. n And the sands obeyed, just as I obeyed. I wandered forth 
in search of I la1ow not what . Eacll step vvas hastenod by the soft cur-
ing fing rs of the sea's swirling tides--rushing forth i~ lurried 
moa s, rec~ding slowly with unyielding grace. 
My mi d unconsciously began to compare Paul t his beloved ocean. 
They ere beautif ul to see and wonderful to be with; the sea with i t s 
gra ~e and Paul with his charmo 
Still I pressed on, entranced by all its beauty Q TI1 n all 
, t nee th ~_... sea was no longer a warm, la.vish t hing . It thrashvd my 
f rail body about, poundi 1g me against the sands . I awoke from my 
tranc to find myself in a frightful, dangerous place. I staggered 
out of the water and gazed stupidly about . The sea was tempting just 
as Pa l wa:::> o JIJ!y mj_nd became calm and I knew what I must do . 
By the time I walked back to where the foll<s were~ I was exhaust-
ede e were ready to go and I was glad& Funny thing the kids 
didn't bor·t.her me any more . 
Sunday my brother and I went to South Beach as usual, tied the 
aeon on t _e string as we usually did, and lay on our stomachs on the 
woode pier just like always. 
Paul came over and sat do11n. He was still his handsome self, and 
the c:. arm "L~ras still there . But the secr et was gone. Our eyes met but 
no~hing paBsed bet ween us. Paul seemed to sense it just as I did. We 
said goodbye that Sunday. 
He is like the sea. I shall never forget him. 
THE END 
FLOWERS 
The roses are red 
B~t why are violets blue? 
I don't know; do you? 
- by J irmnie Martin 
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BALLAD OF THE BOOKWO~I 
He turned and he was lean with grace; 
Upon me he did smile-
I read into his handsome face 
The ancient wisdom of the Nile. 
He strode to me and took my hand-
I did not draw away; 
~d so, my Dears, it all began. 
Farewell to winter gray. 
UQh see~" he said and flexed his arm. 
•.vOh yes~" I cried - 11 the moon ttt 
11 0h no, 11 he said, with old-world charm, 
"Observe the muscles, Goon. tl 
No romance there -- I tried again. 
"Do you like Keats or Shelly1 11 
He grinned and scratched his crew-cut head, 
Told me he liked Grace Kelly. 
I frowned and asked, 11 Am I like her1 11 
He laughed, and to my v~ath 
Guess what he said - the dirty cur? · 
"Howrs for some help with Math?" 
Oh~ some are smart3 and some are not: 
I coached him, he made "c••; 
So now he dates a blond named "Dot" 
And never looks at me. 
-- by Eleanor Crokett 
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CONQUEST OF A BEETLE 
by 
Mrs . Frank Sisco 
The other day, as I was sitting in the sunlight watching a little 
boy play, I noticed a beetle struggling to evade the two small hands 
tha r eached for it. Ordinarily this small incident would ,go unnoti-
ced~ but as often happens when the autumn breeze i s blowing and a kind 
sun spil ls its warmth around you, time is as nothing whi le the most 
· minute a · t i ons creat e a wor ld of cl ari ty. Suddenl y thi s insignificant 
bat ,l e f r survival became a cont est of vital importance to me et Does 
not every act port:r•ay a c.ertain character trait or attitude inherent 
in the personalit y$ Wha t woul d the next few minutes tell me about 
thi s little boy? 
As Jhe beet.le moved clumsily ver mounds of di1•t and stones put 
as a barr jer before him, I detect d a sportirg gl eam in the eyes of 
the litt~e oyo This was goods for I hoped he did not mean to harm 
the beetle . Laying down another stumbling block for the determined 
insect, the little boy carefully put his face near the ground in order 
t o surve~y h o.s opponent closer . I ould almost fee the keen i:n:teres v 
with whi )h be considered the beetleas next move o 
We ·, er e· both surprised when that move came . Quite unexpe tedly 
the beet' e went underground, a tactic often used to gain timec Not to 
be fooled, owever, the little boy began his counter- attach by vigor~ 
ously upro ting the surrounding area until the beetle, once agai nj 
came out int.~o the open. Patiently, but warily, he watched and traced 
the beetle and its path with two r ound, happy eyes. This experience 
was fu..'r'l for him; it was new and exciting.. He 1.vas learning the ways of 
a litt l e cr .ature . 
I was anxious about the subsequent action because the chase wa. 
nearing an end and his final decision on what to do with the bee t le 
seemed unaGcountably impo tant . A pi ece of limb lay tempti ngly near 
the l ittle boy' s hand. He spotted i t i mmediately and picked i t up. 
Was i t tJ b used to squash his victim? His alert eyes fol lowed t he 
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beetle's every move as it tumbled off the last rock. He r aised the 
stick high over his target and with a jubilant laugh slammed i t dovm.a 
Hesitating only one moment to determine the effect of his l ast manu-
ver, he left the beetle to make its way over his last and bi ggest _, 
obstacle -- the stick whi ch he had placed in front of him. This, t hen 
1~s his decision. 
The· little boy, wiser in t he ways of nature, wandered off to the 
next bi g adventure while I pondered over the things I had learned 
about my son. Let him keep his alert, inquisitive mind busyo Let him 
continue to play fair and show mercy, even to the smallest creatures . 
Let him live his life as one big advent ure; me_et each day in his ea-
ger, happy way and I shall sit contentedly in the sun remembering his 
conquest of the beetle. 
THE END 
TO LEARN 
She loved before she · knew what loving was; 
And let its meaning fade beside the years 
She laughed, and never saw the need to learn 
If laughter were of Heaven, or of fears. 
She made a loud lament, and never dimly understood 
How deep and certain grief renounces tears. 
But death that lives, nor grows, she spurned; 
and as she turned to go, 
Love found her waiting, strangely silent. Now, 
oh, now I know. 
-- by Johnnie Maude Tyler 
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THE HIRED GIRL 
by 
Parrish Cox 
Cindy sa - on the back porch steps in the sun, her black body 
glistening with sweat. This was a nice house , she thought . Not too 
big and it shouldn' t be very hard to clean. 
UI 1 11 be there in a jiffy, girl . Don't leavet" she heard a sharp 
voi e call from indoors . 
11Yas ' m," she returned. She had come early because she wanted to 
make a good impression on Mrs . Stockwell . Ncrw she was afraid she had 
done just the opposite by catching her in the bath tub . She heard a 
great deal of splashing as Mrs . Stockwell svvung her ample frame out of 
her bath and the sucking of the water as it drained away. 
Law, it was hot t Rivers of perspiration ran down her neck onto 
her bosom, staining her dress gray. She started slightly -- something 
wet was tickling her leg. "Vfuy- hallo , ole houn' dowg." she reached 
down to pat a beautiful collie that had approached to sniff at her 
leg. It r etreated with a snarl and she smiledo She 2 d never been able 
to make fr~tends with white folks a dogs .. 
81 Gi:rl _, you~re still there , aren ' t you?" the voice called again . 
11Yas 1 rn .. 11 C · ndy turned around and looked behind her throug.~ the 
unl eked S) reen door at the shaded, cool, back por~h o Pots of green 
ivy and 't,ropi cal caladium lined the walls , and the brick floor lay 
coo] and :iark in contrast with the glare and heat of the outside .. A 
little str~am of sweat rolled down her forehead and lodged in her 
eyebrow. She mopped her face with her sleeve. - Law~ it was hot ~ 
She studi e1 the patterned brick floor carefully.. It had lots of cre-
vice~ in i t . She must be sure to sweep them out well if she got the 
jobe 
1F she got the job? She had to get the job. If only Mrs s 
Stoekwell knew how much she had to have it . She dreaded like fire 
~nat she had to ask Mrs . Stockwell . On her first day, too . Oh, she 
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11 Law, it was hot~ She studied the patterned brick floor carefully. n 
lmew wnat she would say. She'd never let her have · it; she just knew 
she would.n R t. She would think she was lyingo Cindy bit her lip$ 
Just then a new gathering of sweat let go up around he r hairline and 
zig-zagged down he cheek. Law, it was hot~ 
:Mrs . Stocbrell was i:rri tated. Negr oes never do that they're 
supposed to do . She had distinctly told this girl to come at eleven 
o'clock and here she' d showed up at ten thirty~ Before she went to 
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the door, she opened her jewel box and counted all the pieces & @1e 
was smart enough to know none of them Vlrere above picking up things if 
they h ad the chance. Most Negroes weren 1 t worth shooting these days, 
anyway. She doubted this one would be any exception, but she was so 
busy she simply had to have some sort of help . With one last search-
ing gaze that swept the room to make sure nothing valuable was lying 
loose, she padded heavily to the back door, opened it, and stepped out 
onto the porch. 
"Com in~ girl. What did you say your name was?n 
"Cindy Allen.n 
11 Oh yes , you told me on the 1 phone, but I was dashing out "When you 
called and it didn't register. Didn't I tell you to come at eleven?u 
11 Yas 0 m." 
"Well then, please pay a little more attention to my instructions 
in the future a" 
ttYes' m" Her eyes sparkled. This surely meant she would be 
hired. 
"Now Cindy, let's get down to business . You're "VIt--illing to work 
all day, of cours e?" 
"Oh; : yas 1 m.u 
11 C-ood." Mrs. Stockwell sat down in a ·wicker rocker and looked .up 
at Ci ndy silently for a few moments . WO.at can you do?" she asked. 
";Anything, ma 1 m. u 
"Oh~ rea l ly?'' Mrs. Stockwell chuckled. It Just what do you mean by 
anything??! 
"Wall' am, I' se a real good orner, cook and cleaner, Miz Stock-
well<) Folks It se worked for allus tells me dat. Fact is, one missy 
told me ah wuz as careful 1 bout her house as ah wuz 'bout mah o1m." 
Mrso Stockwell snickered and started to say something, but 
decided against itQ They were so uppity ·fuese days, she might take 
offense. tt"Wh.a t do you expect to be paid?" she asked. 
11Walltam~ ah been gittin! twenty dollahs a week." 
"Twenty dollars ~ A't'e you quite sure you need to work? You 
shoul d be able to retire .. " She scowled broadly. This girl was trying 
t o get tr) hero 11 I' 11 give you fifteen and not a penny more." 
Cindy 1 oked down into the cold, piggish little eyes of Mrs. 
Stockwell . "Wall 'am," she said softly . 
ttThat 1 s a little better,u Mrs . Stockwell replied. 11 Youill start 
today?n 
nya 'm." 
11 Ve:· y wel l. Follow me and Ii 11 show you the house .. It's a mess . n 
"Dh, Miz Stockwell - ?" 
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UYes ~ what is it? 18 
nt Bout my money a o ., n she halted and swallowed o li Jlli wuz 
wonderinr if'n maybe yiall woul d let me have a littl e in advance~ You 
see, rna ' m, mah & ~ • n 
Mrs .. Stockwell heard her out o She shoul d have shut the door in 
her face, but she never could bring herself to be unkind to Negroeso 
So all she said when Cindy finished was, HDo you want to work here, or 
don't you?n The nerve of the girl; asking for money before she even 
got a foot in the door . She looked hard a t Ci ndy. Uvfell? 11 
Cindy fa l tered. She wanted to run. She'd lmo~m from the star-t, 
this was how it would be . She wouldn v t have asked at al l , but it was 
so important she get t he money. 
"Well?" 
"Yas' m, ah wants to work," Cindy replied slowly, and follqwed 
Mrs . Stockwel l into the house . 
The house had been so cl uttered t hat i t was after six vm1 en Cindy 
got through . She still had an h our's wal k t o her house. Mrs . Stock-
well was in a foul humor. She had wanted t o go out that af ternoon, 
but didn't dare. She had more sense t han to leave that girl alone in 
t he house before she learned more about her. She dismissed Cindy with 
"Be here by seven-thirty in the morning," and the Negres s left t he 
house, a bundle of old magazines under her arm. 
Though she ached all over fr om moving Mrs. Stockwell's deep 
freeze, she walked along · briskly. Usually she sang when she was 
walking, even after a hard day, but this evening she was silent. She 
stepped down i nto the street to let two white men pass on t he s i de-
walk, murmuring 11 gent'mun" politely to t hem as they passed. The sun 
was disappearing now behind Johnson's Hill. It had seared and ~ wilted 
the grass and weeds along the sidewalk during the day and still glared 
f iercely, sending off red hot rays , as if reluctant to usher in t he 
cool of the night. Law, it was still hot t 
As sh e passed the drugstore in tovm, she hesitated. She would 
have stopped here if all had gone as she'd planned and hoped. But 
that hope, never very strong anyway, was dashed now. She longed to 
get home, but in a way dreaded it. 
She walked on for another half-hour and at last came to the 
quarter where she lived. It lined the banks of the sluggish creek 
that ran t hrough town, a squalid assortment of s hanti es of which hers, 
-was little different from the rest. It had one f airly large room 
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'tvhich s rVE-·i as sleeping qua~t-ers ~ and ~, tL. y c 1 .set- like nk:t t chen 13 
that housed the old cracked -wood st, v·e " This was all .. This was her 
home& 
She stEtpped up into her yard, littered with cans and 2 ~lnk, ~"Xi 
past an ld tire filled with dirt containing • orne half- dozen , co:rcher 
zeni as . There were no steps to the house , ru~d she pulled hers elf up 
il side with diff icul ty by the door sill . Quickly, she walked over to 
a bed on Which lay, in a pool of sweat, a fe vr-v~acked black man . He . 
cur s ad a ! d swore at her in his delil.'"'tlllt , as she fanned him, and it wa 
afte,. midnig'1t before she final..J...y dozed off t o sleep. 
Mrso Stock\rvell had a few friends in for dinner that night and, 
over dri nks, Lydia Yarbrough asked, vewell Clarice, how do you like 
ycu..r ew gir ? vr 
nOh~ 11 ;""he gasped in mock indignation, !?just let, me tell you what 
t hat Ne gJ:o did L This was her first day and she tried to borrow five 
d l lars . ~ ~ 
"No ~ Well, 1°m not surprised. Theyv re not worth their salt, any 
morE,, n t:;~ill d Lydia. 
11 Ex:actly right, 11 de lared Mrs .. Stockwell with a nod ., HQf c ur .... e, 
she ran on a bout needing medicinA for her husband, who was hurt at one 
pf the sawmi :....ls, b 1t I can usually tell when they9 re lylnge I told 
her shs l' d have t o do some work around here before she got ct dime out 
of rne . 11 
liQh~ Clarice , youe re so clever o P m afraid I would have fallen 
fo r it, t: tee·iJered Lydia .. 
nwe:~_l, Lydia, you just have t ~ be firm with them. However~ Pm 
nearly eert' in sr~e steals , I'm practically positive I had fifteen 
bath clo-::hsJl and when she left I checked up and found only thirteen !Y~ 
Lyd-< a trn~·ew up her hands o "No pe 
iQYefl .. Her work .;s only medi ere, t oo . If I hadn ft so rnu h to 
do, I 'd -l~ry t .o g t along doing my o-vm housewor • 
• ~n~/' C1 arice t I think I l:mow just the thing for you.. . Elmyra, 
Fj nlay told me one of old Henry Thomas 1 girls came around to he:r door 
l ast 1nJef, i~ wanting work. Her mother has worked f :r Grace Woodley J'or 
year.s anc she ught to be good . n 
"1 1 .. '. 1 Gontact. her in the morning,n said Mrs .. Stockwel wit.h 
f i nal· i:.yo "I know I 11 never be s atisfied with this C:indy I v ve got 
new. or ... , vvhile we ':re stil l on the subject, l .t me te:i..l you what she 
said th:LR morning . I said t Cindy, what can you do?' and she said, 
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'Wallu a.ms rv se de bestest housekeepah in de whole worl .. v D -Y . ai 1.t 
nobody bettah dan meo Why_, ~ ah ·keeps ·white:' fo8-·ks . houses jus·& likB ah 
keeps mah own., 18 Then I t ld her g tWell 3 in that case-9 Cindy~ maybe 
I 'd better do my own cleaning t~ .,.= I don 9 t think she caught j ~ o if 
Mrs. Stockwell laughed and quivered so over her pun that she 
sloshed martini all over her ne party dress., 
The next morning at breakfast$ Mrso Stockwell saw in the paper 
~~ere Jo All n~ Negro~ had died of i juries reeei d Monday :tn the 
Brighto & Sons Sa,vmill explosion., 
After remarld.ng to her husband that she though he rking con-
ditions in those old sa:wmills were just terrible $) she continued pla~ 
ning her afternoon bridge g .me with t he girls . 
THE END 
ENDLESS SOLACE 
The tears began their winding pathso $ • 
Inside the window of souls~ 
And flowed on out oYer svften d cheeks 
Whi~b glowed like fervent coalso 
Those briny tears like oceans deep 
Have fLOwed on eons pass~ 
Streaming down around the lips~ 
Consol i ng some s ad lasso 
They are as endless as the :years; 
At. last we come to know, 
They wash away the sorrow there, 
And strength to lives bestow~ 
-~ by Bebe Whitworth 
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YOU DON9 T HAVE TIME TO READ? 
by 
Margaret Pittmen 
Just like everyone else you dong t ha·ve time to read., If you a:re 
a business man, the duties of y ur office will not permit you ti.n.... to 
1-a ad anything but. the newspaper$ arrl sometimes even this is m1gleet$dc 
If you are a housewife~ thv chores of cooking, cl~aning house ~ arn 
taking re of the hildren ake up all your time " You are fortu "ats 
if you c n raad the a.ily newspaper$ nd rna ;be once :tn a greSJ:t, 'Wh:i.la 
y u can find leisure time t · read a curran~., novel o:r short story., If 
~a hing is your profe. i;Jion_, you t.:t-y o b dget your s p r t,ime by 
snatching a f ew impo tant l ines :r.om your newspaper~ by ·taki.r g a .few 
minutes to read ov r s me u rent book · s '"itwr., and ~cmE:. timee yr:n~ eire 
f r tunate to read from :;>rour Texas Outlo_.!~ a:;:_-. -1- ~ ~1 ... (:! which pertain to 
you:rt prcfession_, such as tWH w to Teach Functiona.l Engl.· sh . i~ Whate ·· .r 
Y' Ul" jcb or pr . fession~ yuu pr bably will admit h"'t you don~ -~ have 
the tim€~ to r-ead s 
I on~e read that some of the greatest men on eart .L ere thnse me . 
who t ok tim ut of their busy li veQ to r ad. D\J -::; u think th ... i - ~ day 
permi t te them more hou_s in which t d this? Cer .ainly not . T~~ 
is t he same for all meno The main thing is n"t what, man does s bu h~ rJv 
he ·uses t he pare time when he is not t his job 
ExtensiYe 11 eading is educational, ard · s being stressed mo:r 
today i n ou:r scho ls than e e r bef,, re . You may enjoy reading bu:v 
perhaps you busy schedule limits this privilege .. Ha"\re you eYer 
stopped to "Onsider the many spare minutes you h ve wasted tha.t c ld 
be used to c t.~h up on you reading? Hare are some helpful hints on 
how t . find 'he time to :rea.do 
While waiting for a bus train~ airplane~ u:-"'e your spa.re minllt ..... ,; 
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to digest s omething from an article 3 book~ or newspaper o If you ha·ve 
an appointment to see your doct or3 you doubtless will have to wa ot 
from five minutes t o an hour before you enter his office o Be wl oe and 
use this time by reading from one of the magazines vvhich are always 
available in a doctorvs waiting~room o You young people goi ng to 
college can always use the spare minutes between classes to Look over 
notes for a test; likewise;9 ypu··~can ; glean ·,something valuable frorn··a 
book if you al so use this t ime to read instead of chatting with your 
friend whom you just saw earlier in t he morning . Maybe you find it 
more rel axing t o read while in bedo This is good ~- provided it does 
not usually serve as a mean~ of putting you to sleep when you have 
only read for five or ten minutes ~ Every young woman who has had the 
services of a beauty shop knows that this is one of the most relaxing 
times of -her life when she can shut the -. world: outside and· peruse her 
favorite current magazine . 
All of you at some time i n your l~fe 3 if you have not already 
done so~ wil l have to spend your valuable t i me waiting f or ~ a friend~ 
a date 9 a meal, or a phone callo The t i me will go faster~ and you 
will be better off intellectually if you use this t i me to do some 
reading. And, of course, there ar e many other ways in which spare 
time can be used to advantage by reading - at ccof fee ·· -_·bre$; .. Whil e 
babysitting, or While eating a sandwich. 
Don't plead guilty t o the old excuse, "I just can 't find t he time 
to read. 11 If you are wise and use your leisure minutes to take care 
of your reading problems:; your time will be well spent arid you -will be 
the wiser o Remember that to be well=educated you mus t read exten-=-
sively; to read extensively you must find the time; and to find the 
time to read, you must use the spare minutes permitted in your busy 
life. 
DARK 
Dark is a creature 
That creeps in every evening 
And leaves before dawn. 
-- by Brooks Sitton 
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JUST MOONING 
by 
Cates Burrows 
Adventure, scientific achievement and frequent death await man in 
t.h0 upper atmosphere . It is the latest geographical frontier to be 
e; .nlo ed and among ·uh e most fruitful scientific fields ever investi-
gc..ted . 
Being commonplace, the atmosphere attracts little public inter-
e ~ ·~ ~ The average person thinks of it in terms of its oxygen content 
which keeps him alive, and its temperature , humidit-y and cloud acti.i. 
vities whi'h give him weather . 
The atmosphere is far more than thi-- . It is nature ' s scientific 
proving gr ound ., It is a text of physical sciences, containing within 
its seemingl y limitless area the answers to many of tbose riddles of 
physi --a l chemistryo Secrets of the atom, the sun and the ea:"'th itself 
can be found and explained in the upper atmosphere -- the area of 
fm1damenta~ scientific discoveries~ 
Vfuat m.aket> up this all important atmosphere? It is divided into 
Bfr.~, , x-B.l :im.portant regions a.nd then into many other :regions of l esse:t• 
importance. The firs t and most familiar of these regions i.s the 
troposphere . This i s the disturbed area of' cloud acvivity, storms, 
ai. r m sses, and wcu•m and cold fronts . The t roposphe re is cha:racter-
ized b;y a one-degree Fahrenheit rise in temperature for every three 
~1ur...dreo f ee-t, of accent~ I t extends from sea level to a:round seven 
.niles o At s even miles the t empera -ure remains a constant minus 
tJixty-s~::ven deg ""ees for about thirteen miles ,. This marks the begin-
. i:::1g cf t l1e stratosphere which extends to a height of sixty miles . 
r is ch i.J.."ac·~·,e:. is !..ic of constant temperature does not extend throughout 
t he st~coato~ ·phere, but a great varia 1ce of temperature is observed 
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·bhroughout it. At thirty-one miles the temperature is observed to be 
one hundred and seventy degrees: at fifty miles it is back to minus 
twenty-seven. This wa:rm layer of air was suspected of existing long 
before direct methods proved it. During the first World Var the ex-
plosion of a cannon could be heard for about thirty miles. Then it 
could be heard a gain at a distance of sixty miles, but could not be 
detected between tl1ese points. This peculiri t y was explained by 
theorizing the existence of the warm layer. As the cold air bent t he 
sound waves upward they strike the warm layer and rebound back toward 
the earth. This layer is responsible for tile rebounding of low fre-
quency radio waves but most of the high frequency television waves are 
not hindered. 
The ionosphere extends from sixty miles out to interplanetary 
s pace. The outer limit of this area is still not agreed upon. Some 
say it could extend as high as sixty thousand miles. They believe 
that at this height the gases are separated into layers according t o 
their densities. As the title implies, the ionosphere is character -
ized by electrically charged ions. The temperature averages about 
fifteen hundred deg~ees Fahrenheit, but it is thought that it may 
reach as high as twenty-six hundred degrees in some spots. 
If we are to explore the upper atmosphere and interplanetary 
space, we will have to have some kind of ship that will fill our 
needs. The big problem is the motor. Since aeroplanes and balloons 
are impractical, we shall look at the rocket. First, we will see how 
the rocket was developed. The Chinese first used the rocket in t he 
thirteenth century. It was used for war purposes and the newly· 
invented gunpowder was its fuel. It resembled our present day 
skyrockets for the Fourth of July. Later Great Britain furthered 
rocket development by the work of Sir William Congreve in the 
nineteenth century. The British used rockets to burn Copenhagen in 
1808 and caused Francis Scott Key to refer to "the rockets red glare" 
in the wrj.ting of the National Anthem during the War of 1812. 
The rocket was then forgotten for awhile. Dr. Robert H. Goddard 
of Clark University was responsible for keeping it alive. Backed by 
the Smithsonian Institute, he experimented with solid fuel rockets fo r 
attaining high altitudes. Dr. Goddard recognized the need f or some 
fuel other than the solid fuel that was being used at the time. He 
developed the first liquid fuel rocket which he fired in 1926 with 
success in theory only. In 1930 he fired a liquid fuel rocket t hat 
reached a height of two thousand feet and a maximum speed of five 
hundred miles an hour. 
In Germany in 1923 the book The Rocket 1ni£ Interplap~~ar~ Spa~~ 
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by He:"'.ltalll 01)er ·h '1: r ["< I ublished. TL.is ~) :vL . ade Germany r cket 
o:i.1soious and led t the establi8hment of the S c iety f n· Spa.ce-Ship 
T~ivel o This did uch to d velop the liquid fuel rocket. I 1933 th 
7-.lsi g military government saw ,_,he possibilities of the -rocket and 
/ took over.· the experimentation. Under erner von Brun the V-2 rockets 
and rocket aids for aeroplanes were developed. ter the end of World 
Wal" II the United States took over the V-2 roccets and studied them. 
One. V-2 was sent to a height of one hur..dred four een miLes to set a 
'~' ecord for single stage rockets. 
One important factor distinguishes t he rocket motor from her jet 
n ot.or o The rocket motor functions entirely independent of air . It 
car!'ies its ovm fuel and oxidizer, which combine in the combustion 
... hamber sending a blast of extr emely hot gas molecules out the jet. 
One of Newton' s laws states t hat f or every action there is an equal 
and opposite reaction. Therefore the blast of gas molecules in one 
irection will push the ship forward as a reaction. 
As we have already noted, rockets can be run by solid ·fuels . 
TI1is has proved impractical because of the variance of reaction speed 
caused by differences in temperat1~e and hmnidity. Liquid fuel 
rockets have been very successful. orne of the liquid fuels are 
ethyl alcohol, liquid oxygen, nitric acid, aniline and hydrogen 
peroxide . Several factors must be considered in selecting the fuels . ----
- -'· shouJ_d be stable 3 easy to handle and transport, non-toxic,non-
corrosive and non-expensive . 
Tne V-2 hc s been the most successful rocket used thus far 5 so we 
shall take a look at how it works. As fuel, the V-2 carries eight --~ 
t,hou.sarKl five hundred pounds of ethyl alcohol, ten thousand eight 
hundred pounds of liquid oxygen, three 1undred seventy pounds of 
hydrogen peroxide and twenty- nine pounds of sodium permangana.t.e. 
Hydrogen peroxide in the presence of sodium pe~nanganate decomposes, 
giving off super-heated steam Which drives the turbo-p~~ps. These 
e ficien pumps transport nine tons of fuel into the combustion 
chamber in six y to seventy-five seconds . The V-2 has comple,_,ely 
automatic controls that. guide it while in flight. As a safety dev~ce, 
a radio control cut-off is installed in case the flight becomes 
0'·~""!ltic . The V-2 has reached a height of one hu..11dred fourteen miles . 
Our '~"ecent work on t he rocket has deyeloped better fuels and 
givF, 1 us much rrore factual and theoretical info.rmation on the use of 
roc1":L. ts fo interplanetary travels & We ~e told of a trip that c n be 
madP to the moon within the nex"'c. twenty-five years by such mea as 
Wil"·y I.ey~ writer on scientific subjects; Dr. Fred L. Whi pple -1 
Q~a~rmau of Harvard University astronorr~ department; and Dr. Werner 
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van Braun, world's top rocket expert whom we have already met. 
Within the next ten or fifteen years . we can expect to see a 
permanent space station one thousand seventy-five miles above the 
earth. It will revolve around the ear~h as the moon does. Materials 
1~11 be carried for this stati on by three-stage rockets to our desired 
height. At this hei ght, if we go around the earth at a speed of 
fifteen thousand eight hundred forty miles an hour we become a 
satellite. Since there is essentially a vacuum at this height, we 
will keep our speed forever. We will be able just to dump out 
materials and let them float while we go back to get more. We vdll 
build a wheel-shaped structure t wo hundred fifty miles in diameter to 
live in out there in space. It will revolve around the earth once 
every two hours and would be a perfect military observation post. The 
cost of this station will be about four billion dollars. 
We will carry fifty scientists and technicians on our five day, 
t wo hundred thirty-nine thousand mile trip to the moon. We must 
decide where on t he moon's fourteen million square miles of surface we 
will land. We will have to stay in sight of the earth so vre can radio 
back informati on. At the moon's equator the temperature is two 
hundred twenty degrees Fahrenheit so we can not land there. Dr. Fred 
Whipple says that a plain called the Sinus Roris is just the place for 
our purpose. It is six hundred fifty miles from the lunar north 
pole, and the daytime temperature averages forty degrees. 
To save fuel and time, we want to take the shortest practical 
course. The moon moves around the earth in an elliptical· path once 
every twenty-seven and one-third days. The space station, our point 
of departure, circles the earth once every two hours. Every two 
weeks, their paths are such that a rocket ship from the space station 
will intercept the moon in just five days. The best conditions for 
the return trip will occur two weeks later, and again two weeks after 
that. With their stay limited to multiples of two weeks, our 
scientists; have set themselves a six-week limit for the first expJ_o~ 
ation of the moon. 
Six months before our scheduled take-off, we begin to pile up 
supplies at our space station.. As the ships bring the supplies from 
earth, we begin our work on the ships that will carry us to the moon 
from our station. The supplies need only to be set out around the 
space station because they will become satellites just as our station 
did. As time passes, tons of equipment lie about -- aluminum girders, 
collapsed nylon and plastic fuel tanks, rocket motor units, 
turbopumps, bundles of thin aluminum plates, a great many nylon bags 
containing smaller parts. All parts are colOr-coded so work proceeds 
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-wiftly. 
A.:J the f ramework of the new r cket shi ps t ake form~ big, folded 
nylon and plastic bundles are b:t .. ought over . They are "t.t"le personal 
cabinu ; pumped full of air, they become sphertical and plas t i 
as trodomes ·are fitted to the top and sides of eacho Other sacks are 
pumped ftUl of propellant, and balloon int o the shapes of globes and 
cylinders . S on the three moon-going space ships begin t o emerge in 
their f i nal form. The two-round..:.trip ships resemble an arrangement of 
hour glasses inside a metal framework; the . one-way cargo carrier has 
much t h same framework; but instead of hour glasses i t has a centra. 
structure 1\hich looks ·like a great silo. 
Each shi p is one hundred sixty feet long and about one hundred 
ten feet wide . Each has at its base a battery of thi rty rocket motors 
and each is topped by the sphere which houses the crew members; 
scientists and technicians on five floors. Under the s phere are two 
l ong arms set on a circular track which enables them to r otate almost 
full three hundred sixty degrees . These light booms, which fold 
against the vehicles during take-off and landing to avoid damage, 
carry two v ital pieces of equipment: a radio antenna dish for short-
wave communication and a solar mirror for generating power. 
The solar mirror is a curved sheet of highly polished metal 
Whi ch concentrates the sun's rays on a merct~y-filled pipe . The 
intense heat vaporizes the mercury, and the vapor drives the 
t urbogenerator, producing thirty-five kilowatts of electric power 
-- enough to run a small factory. Its· work done, the vapor cools.9 
r eturns to its liquid state and starts the cycle all over again. 
Under the radio and mirror booms of the passenger ships hang 
ei ghteen propellant tanks carrying nearly eight hundred t housand 
gallons of h;ydrazine and nitric acid.. Four of the eighteen tanks are 
outsized s pheres, more than thirty-three feet in diametero They are 
a:L uached to light frames on the outside of the :rocket ship's struc-
t ure . More than half our propellant rupply - five hundred eighty 
thousand gallons - is in these large balls; that is the amount needed 
f or take-off. As soon as it i s exhausted, the bi g tanks vnll be jet-
tisoned. Four other large tanks carry propellant for the landing; 
they will be l eft on the moon .. 
We also carry a supply of hydrogen peroxide to run tlle turbo-
pumps which force the propellant into the :rocke-"" motors, Besides the 
four teen cylindrical propellant tanks and the four spherical ones, 
eight small helium containers are strung throughout the framework~ 
The ighter- than-air helium will be pumped into. ·partly emptied fuel 
ta.1ks t · help them keep their shape under acceleration and to crea.te 
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pressure for the turbopumps. The cost of the propellent required f or 
this first trip to the moon, the bulk of it used for the supply shil::.>S 
during the build-up period, is enormous - about three hundred million 
dollars, roughly sixty per cent of the half-billion-dollar cost of the 
entire operation. 
'Ihe cargo ship carries only enough fuel for a one-way trip, so it 
has fewer tanks: four discardable s pheres like those on the passenger 
craft, and four cylindrical containers with one hundred sixty- t wo 
thousand gallons of propellant for the moon landing. The cargo shipvs 
big silo-like storage cabin~ seventy-five feet long and thirty-six 
feet wide, was built to serve a double purpose. Once we reach the 
moon and the big cranes folded against the framework have swung out 
and unloaded the two hundred eighty-five tons of supplies in the 
cylinder, the silo vvill be detached from the rest of the rocket ship. 
The winch-driven :cables slung from the cranes . will then raise half of 
the cylinder, in sections, vvhich lfdll deposit on the trailers drawn 
by tractors. The tractors will take t hem to a protective crevice on 
the moon's surface, at the place chosen for our campo Then the other 
lengthwise half will be ·similarly moved -- giving us two ready to use 
Quonset huts. 
Now that we have our space-ships built and have provided 
ourselves with living quarters for our stay on the moon, a couple of 
important i terns reamin: we must protect ourselves against two of the 
principal hazards of space travel, flying meteors and extreme tempera-
tures. 
Since we expect to be hit by no meteors larger than a grain of 
sand, we will construct a meteor bumper consisting of a thin sheet of 
metal placed one inch from the surface that it is to protect. For 
protection against excessive heat, all parts of the three rocket ships 
are painted white, because white absorbs little of the sun's r adia-
tion. Then, to guard against cold, small black patches are scattered 
over the tanks and personnel spheres. The patches are covered by 
~mite blinds, automatically controlled by thermostats. When the 
blinds on the shaded side are open, the black spots radiate heat .and 
the temperature drops. 
Aboard the moon ships, living is cramped, and not comfortable. 
Each of the two passenger vehicles hold twenty men en route to the 
moon, and twenty-five on the return trip. For added safety, each 
passenger ship carries enough oxygen, water, and food for the entire 
expedition. The top floor of the personnel sphere is the control 
deck. All seats are contour seats; personnel must be strapped in so 
they won't float away in the weightless ship. The next floor down is 
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primarily a navigati on deck, although a sponge- bath stall and extra 
bunks are also i nstalled here . On the c eritral, and largest, deck a r e 
the ship's living quarters . Bunks line the walls and hang f r om 
stanchions , and a cooki ng-dining area occupies most of t he floor 
space . At center i s an automatic dining unit : table , short- vmve food 
heater and di shwashe r . The f ourth floor doWn, or storage deck, houses 
the mai n electr ical switchboard, storage cupboards, and ·, a :· wash·room* 
The engineering deck i s at the bottom of the sphere . Lining t he 
walls , directly bel ow the ceiling, are the water tanks , oxygen t anks , 
air blower pump, and tanks for water recovered from the ship 
atmosphere . Below this r ing a re the electric storage batteries and 
the shi p ' s air-condi t ioning and water-cleansing systems . Sewage tanks 
are under the f loor. The sphere will be home to the voyagers not only 
for the five-day trip, but f or seve~al days after, while l unar 
quarters are being constructed. 
Now we are ready t o take off from the s pace station's orbit to 
the moon . The bustle of our depar ture - - hurrying space t axis, t he 
nervous last-minute checks by engineers , the loading of late cargp 
and finally the take-off itsel f · ~- will be watched by millions. 
Television cameras on the space station vdll transmit the scene to 
receiver s all over the world. And people on the earthrs dark side 
vrill be able to turn from their screens t o catch a fleeting glimpse 
of light -- high in the heavens -- the combined flash of ninety rocket 
~otors , ~9oking fro~ t lj e earth like the sudden birth of a new, short-
l ived s t ar. Our departure is slow. The bi g rocket ships rise 
ponder ous l y, one after t he other, green flames streaming from their 
batter i es of rockets, and then t hey pick up s peed. Actua:lly:;-,we 
don' t need to gai n much speed. The veloci t y requi red to get us to our 
destination is nineteen thousand, five hundred mi les an hours, but 
we ' ve had a running start. While "resting" in the space station's 
orbit, we were really streaking t hrough s pace at fifteen thousand, 
ei ght hundred and forty miles an hour. We need an additional three 
thousand, sjz hundred sixty miles an hour. Thirty-three minutes from 
take-of f we have it. Now we cut off our motors; momentum and the 
moon's gr avity will do the rest. 
The moon itself is visible to us as we coast t hrough apace, but 
its so f ar of f to one side that its hard t o believe we won•t miss it. 
I n the five days of our journey, though, it will travel a great dis-
tance, and so will we. At the end of that time we shall reach the 
farthest :-~ point, or apogee, of O:ur elliptical course, and the moon 
should be ri ght in front of us. 
As we coast toward the moon, we not e that our speed is falling 
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off r apidly, as we expected. On this first day, we discard t he empty 
departure tankso Engineers in protective suits step outside t1'1e 
cabin, stand for a moment i n space, and then make thei r w-ay dOiNTl the 
girder s to the big s pher es . They pump any remai ning pr opellant into 
r eserve t anks, disconnect t he useless containers, and give them a 
gentle shove. For a while t he tanks drift al ong beside us , but s oon 
they float out of sight . Eventually they will cr ash on the moon ~ 
There i s no hazard f or t h e engineers i n this operation . As a 
precauti on~ they were secured to the s hip by safety l i nes , but they 
could probably have done as well without t hem. 'lliere i s no air in 
space to blow t hem awaye That is just one of the many pecul ia:z:-ities 
of space to which we must adapt ourself. Lacking a natural seque-nce 
of ni ght and day, we l i ve by an arbitrary time s chedule . Because 
nothing has weight, coold.ng and eat ing are special p!10blems . Kitchen 
utensils have magnetic stri ps or clamps so they won' t f l oat away. 
The heating of food is done on electronic r anges. They have many 
advantages ~ they are cl ean, easy t o operate and their short-wave rays 
do:a1 t burn up precious oxygen. 
From the start of t he t r ips the ship 2 s crew has been maintaining 
a round-the-clock schedule, s tanding eight-hour watches . Captains~ 
navigat ors and radiomen s pend most of t hei r t ime checking and recheck-
i ng our f light track, r eady to s t art up t he rockets for a change in 
course if an er ror turns up . Technicians back up this operation with 
r eports fr om the compl ex and delicate "elect ronic brai ns " - · com= 
puter s, gyroscopes, switchboards and other instrument s -- on the con= 
t;r-ol d eck .. Othe r speci alis ts keep watch over t he ai r-conditioning$ 
temperature, pressure and oxygen systems. 
But the busiest crew members are t he maintenance engineers and 
their assis t ants, who have been bustling back and forth between ships 
since shor t l y after the voyage s t ar ted , checking propellant tanks, 
tubing~ rocket motors, turbopumps and all other vital equi pment o 
Excessive heat could cause danger ous hairline cracks in the rocke t 
motors. Unexpected large meteors could smash t hrough the ' thin 
bumpers surrounding the propellant tanks; fitti ng could c ome l oose . 
The engineers have to be careful. 
As we pass the neutral point between the gravitati onal pull of 
the earth and th e moon, our speed begins to increase sharply . If we 
don't do something to slow us down, we will crash into the moon at six: 
thousand miles an hour. The captain of our space ship orders the 
longitudinal flywheel set in motion. Slowly, our craft begins t o 
cartvfueel. When it has turned half a revolution, it stops. We are 
going toward the moon tail-end first, a position which will enable us 
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t o brake our fall with our rocket motors 'ti'Jh en t he right time comes . 
The landing will be done entirely by automatic pilot to diminish the 
possibil ity of human error. 
Now we .lower part · of our landing gear - f our s pider-l i ke legs 
hi nged to the square rocket assembl y, vmich have been fo ded against 
the framework. As our rocket motors come on, vre fe el part of our 
weight return. We f all more and more slowl y, floatin g over the land-
i ng area like des-cenain.g ,1el icopters. As we approach, the fif t h le g of 
our landing gear a bi g telescopic shock absorber which has been 
housed in tl1e center of t he rocket assembly -- is lowered ~hrough the 
fiery blast of the motors. The long green rocket flames begin to 
splash against the baked lunar surface. Swirling clouds of br own- gray 
dust are thrown out sideways• They settle irrnnediately, instead of 
hanging in air, as they would on the earth o The broad, round shoe of 
the telescopic landi ng leg dips into t h e soft volcanic ground. If it 
strikes too hard, an electronic mechanism inside it irmnedi a tely calls 
on the rocket motors for more power to cush ion the blow. For a few 
seconds, we balance on the single le g. Then t he f our outri gger legs 
slide out to help support the weight of the ship, and a re locked into 
position. The whirring of the machinery dies away. There is absolute 
s i lence. We have reached the moon. 
There is danger on the moon -- the danger of the unlmown. We 
have arrived at the beginning of the two weeks of sunlight that 
comprise the lunar day.. There is no cloud cover, no wind, no rain, or 
snow -- no weath er of any kind. Stars shine steadily. They don't 
t winkle, for there is no blurring atmosphere as on earth. Our move-
ments are restricted by the suits, yet we feel light. The -moon's 
gravity is about one-sixth that of the earth. We wear weighted shoes 
to help pin us down. 
The first equipment brought out of the cargo ship is one of _our 
three surface vehicles~ tank-like cars equipped with caterpillar 
treads for mobility over the moon's rough suxface. Power is provided 
by an enclosed turbine driven by a combination of hydro gen peroxide 
and fuel oil. Oxygen escaping from the hydro gen peroxide enables the 
fue oil to i gnite. As soon as the moon-car has been set dovvn and 
che ked, a search party boards it to scout out a suitable crevice for 
the campsite~ 
By the time the search party returns, the ground around the cargo 
ship is l i ttered with su pplies: containers of water and liquid oxygen, 
canne_d and frozen food, scientific equipment' high explosives' 
rocketsJ the other two lunar cars and nine trailers also track-
equipmen~ Engineers direct the unbolting of the hold from the 
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fraritework, and cranes 1 :vver the huge cylinder in seet.ions onte 
trailers " T-vm of t..he lunar tractors hitch up to three traile:t:'S 1=! '". :h 
and the double convpy moves silently ·,off for the heaqquarte:rs site o A 
third convoy~ loaded with supplies and personnel, bring up the r ear .. 
The framework of the cargo ship now stands stripped and forlorn on the 
barren plains only its personnel sphere left intact. We will leave i t 
there and use the sphere~ with its expensive radio equipment and big 
·_sk antenna, as a station for communication with the earth., 
The front ends of the tractors are firmly anchored to the moon's 
SLtrface, and one by one the hut units are eased dovm the side of the 
gully. They are quickly assembled at the bottom. Electrical cir cuits 
are joined, air conditioning, water and sewage pi pes hooked up~ and we 
ar e ready to move in. A power unit like those on the roeket ships is 
set up at the lip of the chasm. 
Sinus Roris s our landing area, was selected partly becau~ e of the 
opportunities it offers for exploration, partly because its tempera-
ture is livable forty degrees Fahrenheit during the lunar daytime 
and two hundred forty degrees below zero at night~ This is mi~~ty 
cold, but it ' is bearable on the airless, waterless moon, and we have 
heaters inside the huts .• 
Our scientists want to know whether any faint traces of 
atmosphere are present, what minerals there are, whether the moon ha~ 
a magnetic field like the earth and how the temperature varies beneath 
the lunar crusto Sheer curiosity suggests other questions and will 
play a large part in our explorations o 
We know that the moon didn't form in the Pacifi c Ocean and get 
hurled into space, as was generally believed fifty years a goo It is 
possible that it was an independent planet which came from outer 
space, fell into the earth's gravitational field, smashed into the 
Pacific and then ricocheted back into its present orbit. But the 
most likely explanation is that the moon originally consisted of a 
belt of gasses and minerals that girdled the earth, much as Saturn's 
ring surrounds that planet today, and eventually fused into a solid 
mass. That's the theory we'll check. First, if there are faint 
traces of such heavy gasses as xenon and krypton, we'll know the moon 
was never a completely mol ten, hot mass - for extreme heat would have 
dispelled all gasses and so could not have been an independent 
planet . 
Then we'll look for a magnetic fi eldo If we don't find it, we'll 
have another indication that ~he moon doesn't have an iron core, as 
an independent planet would. Compass-like magnetometers will do the 
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trick f or us ; i f the moon has magnetic p l es as tb.e earth has, they 
will show us . 
We 'll also shake up the moon' s surface a bit . Sc c entists have 
learned a l ot about the earth from earthquakes . The vibrati0n \vaves 
of a quake t ravel freely through sol ids , but some of them cannot pass 
through liquids which is how we know that the cen-ter of the earth 
is molten i r on.. We can ' t count on having moonquakes , so we 1ll make 
some . We'll send ff rockets with high- explosive war heads and then 
read the story of the waves from our seismographs . The expl osions , 
occuri,ing.cbout one hm1dred miles away, will show if the moon t s core is 
molten (in 1~ich c ase, our waves will be stopped), solid (they'll go 
right through or a jumble of rocks which never have been molten 
(muffled waves~ . There vlill be all sorts of samples to gather .. 
But soon the sun begins to slip over the horizon. For awhile 
there is still plenty of light; work slows dovm, but not entirely. 
For several days after sunset, we live in a kind of twilight, with a 
cold9 but fairly bright, illumination cast over us by the earth (it 
l"'0 flects about sixty times as much sunlight on the moon as fu 1-moon 
reflects on the earth) . 
Now comes our longest t rip on the moon. Ten men ~~11 take two 
of the lunar tractors and explore a distant crater, called Harpalus. 
As they leave on their two hundred fifty mile trip, the rest of the 
crew continue to gather all s rts of samples, using the tractor that 
i, left. They send a steady stream f information back to the eexth. 
In a few days, the travelers return with many interesting stories and 
samples . 
Now the six hectic weeks of exploration d~ aw to a close . At the 
landing s:i.te, electronic engineers set up aut matic recording instru-
ments which will radio scientific observations to earth after we have 
taken offo These stations house delicate instruments Which record 
uosmic radiations, tremors caused by the impact of meteorites hitting 
the surface, ternpsraturQ changes and other scientific data.. They a_ e 
coUJ."1.ected by cables to the ske~eton of the cargo ship, mich we are 
leaving behind. Tne ship's solar mirror generatas power for the 
instruments, and the disk-like antenna will flash the :reading to 
eai"'th. Unless these automatic stations a:re destroyed by meteorites, 
they will operate for years 111ti t.hout human supervision. 
Engineers and technicians clamber over the passenger ships, 
checking pumps, rocket motors and electrical connections . The day 
before take- off, specimens for later study, oxygen and any remaining 
food are loaded onto the trailers at the llllar base . The entraneas 
to the two huts are left open permitting the synthetic atmosphere t o 
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escape & All material s in t he living quarters and laboratory will now 
be preserved by the vacuum of space. 
During the next few hours, the cranes of the t wo ships haul up 
suppl i es. Each lunar tractor , when finally unloaded, is par ked beside 
the skeleton of th e cargo sh i p, to remain until the next lunar axpedi-
tion. At l ast, the cranes complete the unloadi ng of .'eq¢pment ·.and 
start hoisting - men up to the catwalks of the two rocket ships . Then 
the cr anes are folded against the framework, ready for fli ght . 
The return trip i s much the same as the t rip do-vm. Five days 
l ater, we are back at our star ting point. Man' s f i r st expl oration of 
t he moon has endedo Space taxis s peed toward us from our station. 
Other men pour out of the satellite's air lock t o greet us . 
Our next trip will be a short one t wo hours to the r. earth, 
aboard one of the sleep rocke ts parked nearby. There , t he members of 
our scientific panel await us - -and, without questions, a great crowd 
of earthlings, come to see the first men ever to set foo t on the 
ancient, mysterious soil of the earth's closest neighbor in t he 
heavens. 
THE END 
I LOVE LIFEGUARDS 
by 
Bebe Whitworth 
I love lifegUards, tall ones, short ones, tanned ones, f reckl ed 
ones~ and oh, just all of them t No matter what they look like, t hey 
all have an unmistakable air about themo I call it conceit, but I 
don't know what they call it. They may be conceited about their good 
looks, their swimming, or t heir girl friends. Even if they're at a 
city pool, on the beach, at a state park, or at a country club they 
have that aloof look that separates them from the lowly swimmers. On 
some lifeguards its hard to see t his aloof look because they ,.wear 
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shadeso (And it 1 s especially c nf 'sing wt.':jn t .hese :.; ad'"'s have mir . :o::•s 
on them and all you see is yourself . ) But ev~n shades an i t hide the 
inevitable . 
Being c nceited does nok keep them from being flirts . Mo2t life-
guards I know like to see how many girls they can keep , cming to the 
pool everyday. Of course, they" might ' do ~ this '·because :: they get so bored 
·with their jobo (They say theyr re bored.) The seat gets hard and ·(;he 
cement hot after staying on the j~. ... b for a six-ho 1r stretch. But after 
all, they get paid to do what some people pay to get to do. 
When I see a big brown brawny lifeguard, I ask myself that age-
old questiong -which came first, the bathing :runks or the stu1 tan?? 
And then I wonder which he got first, but I dontt ask him becau8e Pm 
the bashf .1l type and I wait until he says something to me. One time a 
lifeguard said that girls either came to the pool to get a tan or t o 
get a man, but he till hadn't figur d out Why I came$ I should have 
told him that I was there to gain valuable i formation pertaining to 
lifeguards o that I could write a brilliant essayo But he would have 
hought I was the nutty type, so I said something more se· lSible, like 
nr come here to swim. il 
You know, I haven't seen a lifeguard that looked bad in a athing 
suito They look as if they were born in one . Yes, I ' ve decided they 
look right at home around the wat er . 
Lifeguards have cute friends too. They dontt have quite as much 
tan, but they have more money because lifeguarding isnit one of the 
highest id professions in these United States . 
Well1 I just don't know What I would do in the summer without 
lifeguards . They make plain old swimming so exciting! 
ENCHANTMENT 
Moonlight is a charm 
That has been used many times 
To enchant young l ove. 
-- by Mary Dodson 
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THE VALLEY OF DOUBT 
How fearful we look 
at t he Valley before us. 
At the Valley of Decis i on, 
the Valley of Doubt. 
How fearful t he t hought s 
we allow to entwine us -
Entwine us as we ride 
through t he Valley of Doubte 
No solace we find, 
nor peace of mind. 
Only the knowledge 
there are more of our kind -
More of our kind who ride our way -
seeing no light, but hoping for day 
in the Valley of Doubt. 
Hoping to see 
the Liberty of youth 
United with Wisdom's 
Immaculate Truth -
Though t..'IJ.e vision is hidden 
and there seems no way out 
For those of us who journey 
through the Valley of Doubt. 
Where shall i t lead us? Where shall we go? 
v~'1en is our journey's cessation? 
Only at death - Only at death 
~hen Nature destroys 
Her own creation. 
-- by Jack Peebles 
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A DAY IN TOV'ffi 
by 
Sara Jane Metcalf 
Dmmny sat beside the kitchen stove watching Uncle Bennie prepar-
ing their breakfast of biscuits, sausage, and gravye He enjoyed the 
smells of the cooking, although since the first Norther two days be-
fore, he had hated to get up in the morning . The older he got, the 
more he dreaded vrlnter. This ~~nter would be longer than the others, 
too , since Aunt Mary was gone. He had missed her worse yest_erday than 
he had at all before. Perhaps that was because there had been only 
two really cold days, and day before yesterday had been such a busy 
day with the hogkilling. He always enjoyed their killing hogs since 
at least one of Uncle Bennie's boys, and $orne times some of his grand-
children, c an1e home to help - had before Aunt Mary died, too . 
"Ready for breakfast , J. C. ?u Uncle Bennie 1 s frail hand touched 
his shoulder just a second before Danny looked up to see what he had 
to say. Uncle· Bennie was the only person vfuo ever called him an~~hing 
but Dummy. Dear Old Uncle Bennie . He needed someone to take care of 
him, but he wouldn 1 t go live -with any of -· his children and leave Thmrrny. 
~~y nodded his head and seated himself across the table from 
Uncle Bennie .. He watched the old man p our him a cup of steaming 
coffee and nodded his head in thanks before pouring the coffee into 
his saucer and sipp"ng it. He then raised his head to look across at 
Uncle Bennie and shake his head vigorously to show him that it was too 
hot. 
Durmny watched Uncle Bennie who was saying, "Warmed up s orne last 
night. This weather is t oo cold for us, J. C. We 're getting old." 
Dummy looked a gain at his plate. Getting old. He t r ied to 
figure - forty-nine, yes, he was forty-nine, and thirty- five . Five 
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and nine make fourteen. T'nat gives one to carry. Three and four and 
one makes ei ght. Why, Uncle Bennie must be eighty-four if he had been 
thirty-five ~hen Dummy's o~n mother had died· and his old man had given 
him to Aunt Mary and Uncle Bennie. Dummy raised his head, 1rlped his 
hands and r aised eight fingers; took them do·wn, then raised four. 
He watched Uncle Bennie say: 11 Yes, that's it. Eighty-four . 
It's been a long time. I remember the day you came to us. ·we had our 
own four youngerns and Alice was eight then. It had been a long time 
since we 'd had a baby. Eight years . We was .tickled to death t o ge t 
you." He chuckled, then -his face grew sad. "You wasn't but a day old 
and your mama not even buried when we got you. Alice kept wishing we 
could have had your brother , too, but reckon it was just as well we 
just got you since your pa took him back when he married again. n He 
shook his head sadly. Dummy remembered many of the t imes Aunt Mary 
had said t hat Uncle Bennie had taken him to heart more than his own 
,· children.. He'd never made him work or mind like he had his own 
children. 
Dummy sat in Aunt Mary's rocker and watched Uncle Bennie washing 
up. He hoped this day wasn't as long as yesterday had been . Uncle 
Bennie wasn't as neat as Aunt Mary had always been. The sun was 
shining, at least. He walked to the porch, but the wind hit him in 
the face, and he kne~ it was still bitterly cold. He went back into 
the kitchen and sat down beside the stove again. 
"Want me to build a fire in the bedroom?" He saw Uncle Bermie 
asking, but he shook his head that he did not. He wanted to go to 
town, but it was too cold. He picked up one of the magazines Uncle 
Bennie 's son had brought day before yesterday. He looked at the 
pictures. There was a cake that looked good and a ham and some 
salads. Uncle Bennie wasn't as good a cook as Aunt Mary had been. 
He put down the magazine and went to the window. They had been 
up more than two hours. He sighed. He couldn't just sit here beside 
the stove and watch Uncle Bennie read his Bible all day again today. 
Uncle Bennie got up and came to the window where he was standing~ 
Dummy felt his standing beside him before he turned around. "It's too 
cold to go to town, 11 he saw the old man telling him. He shook his 
head and shivered to show him that he knew it was cold outside. 
He watched the trees blov.dng just outside the window. He thought 
of the cafe and of the people coming in and going out, laughing and 
talking. He wished they had a car. He wondered wnether or not he 
could drive it, if they o~ned one. Those McClaren boys did nothing 
but ride up and dovm the road acting smart since they had got a car. 
He sighed again and went to Uncle Bermie. Uncle Bennie looked up from 
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his Bib-e and he pointed with his finger toward he road and motioned 
on t hat he was goingo 
"It's t oo cold, J, C. 11 Uncle Bennie ' s lips said . 
Dt:rnnny shook his head vigorously~ motioned around the room~ held 
his arms out and slowly drew them into a circle ~fuich he made smaller 
and smaller to show Uncle Bennie that the r o n1 1_r as closin g in ar-ound 
him. He couldn1 t stay here any longer o 
Uncle Bernie looked at him sadly and said, 11 1Ul right J. Co~ but 
please don 1 t stay out until it begins to get d ark.. It1 s so cold and 
I ;m afraid something will happen to you when you1 :re on the road after 
dark. 11 
Dunnny clapped his hands and stomped his fe et . He got his coat 
from the nail behind the stovee He turned to put .. it on and Uncle 
Bennie (as standing there holding the sweater Aunt Ma~ had knitted 
him. There were tears in Uncle Bennie's eyes as he looked at him~ 
Dummy - miled at him and took the sweater and put it on before putting 
on the coat . 
Uncle Bennie walked with him to the door and touched his shoulder 
again . "Now, don't stay out late ., Don't go to the show. It"~ s too 
,old and the nights are dark now. 11 Durrnny nodded his head to _ let him 
lmow that he wouldn~ t . Uncle Ben.n.ie put his har.d into his pocket and 
pulled out a quarter and a dime and gave it to him., u Get yourself a 
hamburger,u he said . Dummy took the money and nodded his thanks. 
He stepped onto the porch and the wind struck him in the face . 
He braced himself and walked down the steps . It would be cold, but it 
was good to get out of the house. He turned at the gate and nodded 
and smiled again at the old man . He then motioned f or him to shut the 
oor. No need of his catching cold standing in the open doorway. 
The road was lonesome lookingo He hoped someone would come along 
and pick him up before he got too cold . He walked fas t . 
The wind seemed to blow harder . He put his hands inside his 
pockets t o keep them warm~ He felt the dime and quarter Uncl e Bennie 
had given himo Uncle Bennie was having a hard time getting along 
without kant Mar.yis pension. If his children weren't good to bring 
him clothes and food and other things, too9 they'd never make it., 
It was cold. He almost wished he had svayed homeo He felt a car 
coming behind him and turned hopefu_ly. It was almost upon him. He 
jumped backwards into a ditch . Two grinning faces began t o laug..l-J. as 
:"'he car passed . He shook his fist at them., They thought they··were 
smart always trying to scare him r. He had told Alice just day before 
yesterday about their running at him every time they pg.ssed . She had 
said they would probably kill someone with their smart aleck driving 
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before they learned a lesson. Since they had been getting a gas 
check, t hey hadn't hit a lick of work. Uncle Bennie said people who 
got money without having to earn it never knew how to spend i tr;l 
Now that Uncle Bennie was getting old, Alice nnderstood him bet-
ter than anyone else. She had been the one who had got him into that 
school that time. Sometimes he wished he had stayed longer. Then 
he might be able to read well enough that staying in the house all 
day wouldn't be so bad • o • But he had been past twenty before he 
went and had hated being away from home so much that they had sent him 
horne. 
He topped the hill and could see the town. He was be g-inning to 
get that feeling he always got vmen he was with a lot of people. He 
hand't liked to go to tovvn when he was little because everyone looked 
at him funny and picked at him. He didn't mind it any more--in fact, 
he liked to have them notice him. 
Once in town he walked dovvn to the feed store. The man who ovmed 
the place was gone for the day and his wife was moving some feed 
around. "Here, Dummy," she said when he was standing before her, 
•'help me vli th t is feed and I'll give you four-bits." Four-bits, he 
thou ght, why, that's half a dollar. 
He pitched in to help her, but it took much longer than he had 
expected and he was tired before they finished. He wouldn't be caught 
doing this again. After all, he had come to town to go to the cafe. 
He should have gone there in the first place instead of saving t hat 
until he had seen who all was in tovm. 
He went to the cash re gister and motioned to the woman. "Don't 
be in such a hurry," she said as she paid him. "Come eat a sandwich 
with me." She mot i oned him to take a chair before the heater and took 
a sack from the shelf. She opened it and took out a sandwich and gave 
it to him. Then she went to the coke cooler and took out a coke. She 
held it up for him to see. He shook his head from side to side and 
went to the cooler and took out a grape drink and gave it to her while 
nodding his head up and down. 
11 0. K., Dummy, if that's what you want." She opened it and gave 
it back to him. Then she took a coke for herself and opened it. She 
sat down in the other chair before the fire. 
"How's Uncle Bennie?" he saw her ask. 
dmm and smiled. 
He nodded his head up and 
nThat's good, 11 she said. 
He didn't look at her again until 
· fuen_ he did look at her, she took the 
one. He ate it and accepted the box of 
Once h e was comfortably full, he 
he had finished his sandwich. 
sack and offer ed him another 
cookies she opened. 
stood up and took his coat off 
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-11He made one last try before h e lay still." -
other . This was the reason he came here every time he could. It was 
like another world compared vvi t h the house he and Uncle Bennie shared. 
One man treated him t o a hamburger and asked about Uncle Ber~ie 
and the whole family. Another came by and slapped him on the shoulder . 
He laughed with them alle 
He glanced over to the clock . Eight o 1 clock. It couldn't be 
that late. Time always passed so much faster here than it did at home. 
He looked outside. It was pit.ch dark. He had promised Uncle Bennie 
that he 'd come in before dark, tooo 
He put hts hand into his pocket and felt the quarter, dime, and 
half dollar inside it. He didn't ~"nt anytrang. He stood up and 
wearily went out side" 
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The wind had l ain. I t was cold, but not as disagreeable as it 
had been t his mor ning . He walke d to the road leading home . There 
wasn 1 t t oo much chance of anyone! s coming along t his time of the 
night . He wished he had gone home earlier. Then h e thought again of 
those he had seen in the cafe and he felt warmer. Uncle Bennie would 
be worried, too . He walked faster. He again felt the money inside 
his pocket. Uncle Bennie would be surprised 1rvhen he brought in the 
half as well as the quarter and dime he h ad given him. It always 
pleased him when he made any money. 
He saw some car lights coming. Just his luck that he was meeting 
a car instead of one going the same way he was. The lights dimmed and 
then brightened and turned and swiftly cmne toward him. Did they have 
to come along twice in the same day he was on the road? He jumped for 
the ditch just as the car bore him down. 
He was stunned. He felt feebly with his hands around him. He 
must be in the ditch. It was shallmv and he would have to get out or 
no one passing would see him. The pain was terrible and when he moved 
it becmne worse. He dragged himself slowly up the low slope. It hurt 
too much and he was too tired. He made one last try before he lay 
still. 
THE END 
A NEW LEASE ON LEARNING 
by 
Jan L. Scott 
lliere comes a time in every student's life "Wh en a teacher~ es-
pecially an English teacher, spoils a good day by assigning an essay, 
especially a formal essay. One might think the old girl had trouble 
at home that she is taking out on the class . Of course~ there is 
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nothing to do but write the thing, since it is an assignment, and not 
doing one v s work leads to consequencess But why did she' have · to. Sg:y a 
formal essay? That stuff is for the Emersons or the Whatgs-his-name~ 
Hazlitts . lf!h_at good does a formal essay do for the ordinary man·! No·'v 
ever :~ody wants to be an author or an English teacher. 
1funy students and adults alike have had those very thoughts 8 
Here is the point . Not everybody wants to be a writer or a t acher, 
but most everybody would like to possess their powers for thought and 
expression. That takes practice . A bird rarely learns to fly without 
first fluttering his wings~ With the formal ~ssay, one has a chance 
to show the reader his beliefs, to attempt convincing the reader he 
is right, and to make him understand the results of his beliefs . The 
reader is shown the facts in order that he may think for himself in 
agreement or rejection of the issue involved . While one is convincing 
the reader~ he is learning to make decisions and to convey them with 
courage. 
Now, the formal essay is not easily put together . First, the 
writer needs something important to say~ such as a criticism or com-
mentary on public affairss Then, all of the facts should be clearl y 
stated, giving a comparison of different points of view. A bit of 
emotion, wit, or humor is essential for driving home a strong pointe 
The conclusion or compromise sums up the evaluated ideas$ If the 
~~iter has done his job, a new thought has been created, instead of 
the reproduction of a previously discovered idea. 
This is the difference between a formal essay and an ordinary,$ 
pr actical idea article. The formal essayist has shown his reasons and 
told the reader vmy; whereas~ the practical idea writer must convince 
his reader of the personal value of an established idea and tell him 
vvhy that is so<J The reader is not impressed with the individual im-
por tance of an issue upon him but understands the significance of an 
affair to him as a member of the public through the formal essay. 
Mr. Walter A. Campbell, a noted author, found thought training in 
England comparable to football training. The British combine - baths 
An undergraduate spends most of his time off the football field in 
-writing essays . In both places he needs the power of quick, decisive 
thinking, and he acquires such through practicing both subj ects . vVhen 
the time comes to change from football gear to a business suit, he may 
have the head . of an executive and high value as a citizen of his 
country . 
That English teacher may not have assigned corporal punishment 
to her students after all. She may have given them a new lease on 
learning with this assignment . Perhaps one of the students disagreed 
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with the thoughts written here. If h e puts , is disagreement on paper , 
he has already begun to think as a formal essayist . Still more impor~· 
tant he has begun to accept a responsibility to himself and his com-
munity in maldng up his mind about a n idea and showing all who wil l 
read it how he thinks about it6· Others may ponder his evidence to 
their evaluation. Maybe ess ay vvri ting, especially formal essay ·\-rrit-
ing, is not so bad, depending upon how one uses i t. 
THE END 
GRANDMOTHER 
My grandmother Jones was the savingest soul--
All that was hers she would keep: 
Her dresser drawers buldged, every crannie and hole, 
Filled with old treasures, s orne lovely, some droll, 
Saved against time 1vhen shadows grow bold 
And hands are f olded in sleep; 
Where buttons are useless and saved-trd.ne forlorn 
A :land vmere tears dry before ever they're born . 
UI'1ll take this meat home and this crumble of bread,n 
How often I 1 ve heard her say 
And folding them neatly and nodding her head 
White as a blanced t r ee or a page left unread 
And on carpeted feet vJi th an old-lady tread 
B~ppy, she ~ d trod away. 
How I wish she had tarried, but one day she 
Stole into the shadows with some bit of meo 
-- by Eleanor Crockett 
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STELLA 
by 
Virginia Holloway 
I hadn't wanted to look vmen I passed the mirror in the front 
hall, but what was the use of trying to hide from myself what I · ·knew 
was there . As I looked, I saw the same dull-9 une:x:pressive brown eyes~ 
the same long face with s cars from the pimples that I had been plagued 
with since the sixth grades the same coarse lifeless brovm hair that 
never had curled even after suffering throu6h numerous home-pe rmanents 
and after sitting under a machine at the beauty shop having my h~ad 
baked, the same figure Which too many athletic events had matle 
muscular and stout . Yes, I looked the same as yesterday" Nothing had 
changed. 
nstella, is that you?n Mother called from the kitchen6) 11 Ye ':!i 
Mother, 11 I replied dully. "I'm just going up to my room to study~ 11 I 
lied because I just couldn 1 t face her today. 
"Is Diane with you? 11 she called back cheer fully. I ,-.ented to 
scream that of course she wasn 1 t with me . As usual she was at the 
youth center surrounded by sever al boyso Instead, I said, 11 She 1 s 
having a coke with the gang~ Mother, but she'll be home in an houre 11 
I hurried on up fu e stairs to avoid any more questions c 
As I opened the door to my room I felt free at last . This was 
the only room where I felt at homeo It was my refuge. I loved it 
because it ·was the only thing that was truly mine. I had decorated it 
myself~ to the astonishment of Mother, Dad and Diane. Mother had 
said, "But Stella~ are you sure this is the way you want your room? 
Frills~ stuffed animals, and soft, gay colors are so much· more 
effective in a young girl's room. I'm sure Diane would love to help 
you fix .iour room just like hers." I was sure she would, but I liked 
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my uncluttered, · simple, modernistic room. I wanted to yell at her to 
stop trying to make me a carbon copy of Di ane, but instead I told her 
I thought I would leave my room as it was for ine presento 
As I placed my books on the desk I hit the trophy, and i + fell to 
the floor wit._~ a crash. Even before I l ooked down at it, I knew what 
I would find . The small, gold tennis racket lay separated from the 
rest of the trophy. I picked up the broken trophy and ran my fingers 
over it. It was the only think I had to be proud of, and now it was 
destroyed. It seemed at that moment as if my vm ole life was shattered 
as my trophy was ~ I remembered the day las t spring \~en I had entered 
the tennis tournament . 
I knew I would win, and I was filled with a sense of power and 
restless excitement . Waen my name was called, I h ad walked happily to 
the judges' table and had accepted the trophy for vdnning the tourna-
ment. 
I had' run all the way home because I wante Mother and Diane to 
share my happiness. I hadn~ t told them about entering the contest be-
cause I couldn't have faced them if I had been defeated .. I raced up 
the walk, opened the front door, and hurried in the direction of 
voices coming from the kitchen. "Mother, I have something • , • " but 
I was interrupted. 
"Stella, the most wonderful thing has happened . Diane was chosen 
e.s the most beautiful girl in her class., She vdll be presented at the 
spring dance next week, and we've just been discussing vmat dress she 
will wear . Do you have any suggestions? 11 
Sudd nly, it didni t seem so important that I had won the t:rophy; 
in fact, next to the title of most beautiful girl, my honor seemed in-
significant and smalls 
I turned to Diane, who was sitting on the kitchen stool with her 
arms locked around her knees. The sun streamed through the kitchen 
'Window, stri:rdl.ng .her b}.ond hair and lJlaking it sparkle,. She was per-
fect from the top of her shining, blond hair to the tip of her small 
dainty feet. I had always wanted to look like her and have the grace 
and poise that came so eas ily to her. 
"Arty color dress would look lovely on Diane, but I 1 m partial to 
the blue one, 11 I managed to utter before they could suspect that any~ 
thing was wrong .. 
I shouldn1 t have worried. They be gan talking excitedly, and I 
felt excluded. I needed time to calm myself and ease the hurt . I 
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"I remembered the day when I had entered the tennis tournament." 
turned and walked out of the room. But their voices followed me up 
t he stairs and only ~en I closed the door to my room did I escape 
t hem. 
I placed the broken trophy back in its usual spot on the desk. 
My eyes suddenly fastened on my closet. I walked slowly to the door 
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of thA closet and opened it . Yes, it was stil ... there . I jerked t :1e 
jacket from the hanger and put it on. 
I closed my eyeo.,.; for a moment and saw Sam huddled an the bench 
watching his fellow players practice . Sam was sit t ing in the stands 
that day because he had injwed his knee during Monday's p:rnot i ce. I 
had been on my way home f rom school when I had assed the stadiurr1 and 
had decided to watch the workout. Sam had seen me standing in th~ 
aisle of the empty stands and had motioned for me to sit next to him. 
I had loved Sam from the ni ght Diane gave a dance in our living 
room and Mother and Dad would not hear of me going to my room when the 
gang was having such fun . I had sat in the corner of the li vlng room 
staring vacantly out the window when Sam suddenly asked me to dance. 
I had been so surprised that I merely nodded nyes." I ·knew t hat he 
only felt sorry for . me, but I loved him for his thoughtfulness. 
Vfuile we watched the team, Sam noticed t hat I was shi ve:ring. I 
had left my coat in the locker at school . He took off his jacket and 
told me to put it on. When I left the stadium, I tried to give it 
back to him, but he told me to wear it home and return it some other 
time. Was that only last ednesday? It seemed an eternity. I had 
relived my meeting with Sam many times during the past week9 and I had 
felt happier than I had in weeks. 
Then yesterday I had seen them in the hall at school togethero 
He was looking at her with the same adoring look that I had seen in 
the eyes of many other boys, and Diane was hanging on to his every 
word. I had knovm that eventually it would happen. 
At supper Diane had hardly been able to eat because she was so 
excited over a date she had with Sam that night . I · was looking out 
the window when they came down the steps laughing and holding hands. 
Later, I had closed my eyes and had tried to sleep:~ but I kept seeir~ 
them as they had looked walking do-wn the steps together. 
Now., I pulled the jacket off and p icked up the scissors from my 
desk d'rawer. I began cutting, and the pieces of the jacket fell to 
the floor& I picked up the picture of Diane which Mother had placed 
on my desk and threw it. The glass from the frame made a tinkling 
noise as it hit the floor. I picked up the u1marmed picture ~mich had 
fallen out of the frame and tore it into little pieces and scattered 
them on the floor, along with the :remains of the jacket and the 
picture frame . A piece of the picture, Diane's smiling mouth, lay at 
my feete I put my foot on it and pressed down-- hard. 
THE END 
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TO BE GREAT 
In everyone's life there comes a time 
When he wishes to be great; 
To live forever in the minds of men, 
To enter thru wisdom's gate . 
For the world to marvel at his brilliant truth, 
And harken to each word he speaks, 
For every ear to be open to him, 
The strong, the wise, the weake 
To be a genius of knowledge untold, 
To leave a mark in sands of time, 
To be wiser than any yet of old 
~Vho left their wisdom behind. 
But these are dreams of mind, my friend, 
vVhere reality hastens away; 
A fool can be born to be 
But a genius must be made. 
So do not sit as a fool would sit, 
And dream your life to ruin, 
For greatness comes not in bein~my friend, 
But greatness comes in doing. 
-- by Tommy Moses 
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by 
Margaret Pittman 
Brenda Moore's golden hair glistened in the sunlight as she walked 
slowly dovm the dirt road toward the Warwick house. She did quite 
frequently as she pl eased now. ~~y shouldn't she? No one at home had 
paid much attention to her actions these past t wo weeks . Both her 
mother and Aunt Bess had forbidden her to play with the Warwick 
children. One day ·when Mrs. Moore was out in the yard, Brenda turned 
to Aunt Bess and said, U1ffu.y can 1 t I get to know the Warwick children? 
Are they bad people?" With a swift turn of her body Aunt Bess faced 
her. llGood heavens ," she remarked, "Child, your mother couldn't take 
it if she knew you had to get out and play with children of such low 
class as the Warwick children are. They never had much schooling, and 
some say they are so poor that they never know where the next meal is 
comine from. It's best not to pl ay with such children. You come of a 
more res pectable family, Brenda .n Today Brenda was happy because she 
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lmew she would get to play with Tommy and David Warwick. 
Brenda knew from Aunt Bess that her mother had first gone to bed 
two weeks ago with the flu, and that under the doctor's orders no ne 
could see hero She could not understand why she was not allowed to 
see her for just a few minutes anyhow& Today a certain gloom hovered 
over the household like a huge dark cloud that appears before a s t ormo 
There was so much Which Brenda didn't understand. Like the time 
her mother had stayed out late for a party and what had happened when 
Brenda had tip-toed lightly into her room when she say her mother's 
lights on. ti1J1Jhat are you doing here and--at this hour?" she ha. al-
most screamed in the child's face& Trembling underneath the thin 
govm, Brenda had muttered in a half-broken voice 3 11 I -- I just wanted 
t o kiss you good-night, Mama. And I wanted to know about Who a 1 came 
to the party. I -always like parties when a lot of people come o 11 Mrs. 
};~1oo:re had shooed her out of the room with the only comment, nao on to 
bed . I haven' t the time to talk about the partyQ I!m too tired and 
sleepy." 
Brenda could not understand Why her mother was always too tired 
and sleepy or never had the time to play with her or tell her about 
any of the parties . Aunt Bess never had time to play with her either. 
Sometimes she got awfully lonesome in the big house. Brenda had never 
thought much about the situation until she had seen Mrs. Wa~Nick take 
time off from work to play with Tommy and David. And she often came 
and sat on the porch and told stories to the children as she sewede 
Brenda could not see anyone as she turned in at the Warwick gate . 
89 Tormny," she shouted, "Tommy, where are you'? It 1 s me, Brenda ." 
She saw ten-year-old Tommy appear in the dooi~ay. When he put 
his finger to his lips to silence her, she came up on the porch. Be-
hind Tommy she could see simple, crude~like furniture and a bare 
floor . The floor had a clean smell vO it~ In fact, everything looked 
all scrubbed and cleanede The door was closed to the other room, but 
she could hear a child's voice crying out as if in pain. 
Coming closer to the door she said curiously, 12 Is it little Da·v·id? 
"What makes h:L'1l cry so loud?" 
When Tommy came out en the porch she could see that his usually 
neat brown hair had not yet been combed and his large brown eyes were 
red and swollen. Brenda had never seen him look so sade His voice 
sounded choked up when he began to speak. 13Li ttle David took sick 
last night . 1bther---she's been up for hours t rying to make him well. 
Dr . Berry said he could not seem to locate the painQ But it must be 
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something that bothers him." His voice sounded weak, but he went on, 
11 I never heard him cry like that, Mom says he never in all his six 
years ever had nothing to bother him but mumps and chicken-pox. n 
Brenda did not lmow what to say. Every day for the past two 
weeks Tommy and David had come out to play \fl th her in the yard.. She 
walked over and sat down on the edge of the porch . There in the yard 
were the sandpiles they had begun scooping up yesterday. Leaning 
against the porch was the broomstick Which had served as a horse for 
little David. She felt a sad tug at her heart ·_: fdr the little sick 
boy. She got up and s tarted down the path. She suddenly heard 
Torrrrny9 s voice calling to her, "Brenda, you aren't goi ng home yet, are 
you? Don 't you want to play today?i1 His voice no longer had the 
clogged-up sound but had its natural tone-
Brenda turned to face Tommy standing on t he porch. Her little 
chin quivered and her big blue eyes were full of tears, "But what 
about little David? Vfuo will shqvel his sand for him? And - - • who 
will ride his horse for him?" Before she could say another word she 
was covering her face with her hands to hide the tears. 
Then she felt Tommy beside her. v~en she removed her hands and 
looked up at him his eyes dropped to the ground and he began drawing 
straight lines in the sand with his toe. His voice sounded soft to 
her as he said, "Brenda, .we can • • • we can still play. Little David 
might be well in a few days and then he can pl ay too . I think while 
he's getting well he'll want us to shovel his sand for him and take 
good care of his horse, and • • • u Brenda's face took on a cheerful 
expression and she interrupted Tonnny saying, nOh, do you think it' 11 
make him happy and well if we play for him too? Do you really think 
so, Tonnny?" Then her expression changed to a frovm. "But how will 
he know we 1 re shoveling his sand and keeping his horse for him? If 
he's so sick, how will he ever lmow?" 
She could see Tormny's eyes sparkle as he said, "'When David's 
better, Mother can let him stay at the window and watch. Then it 
won't be long until her 11 be well enough to play again." Brenda's 
face lit up like a candle that is burning once more after being 
snuffed out by a strong gust of wind. "Oh, good t What' 11 we do 
fi rst? Don't you think we should make David's sandpile first? Then 
we can do ours. 11 
That very morning, Brenda, along with TomW¥1s help, began work 
on tile sandpiles. At noon, Mrs. Warwick, her eyes swollen and her 
face tired-looking, brought them some cold milk and cheese sandwichese 
Later she brought out some jam sandwiches. Brenda enjoyed her meal 
better than any she had eaten at home since her mother had been ill. 
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At home she had been going in and eating sandwiches her Aunt Bes s had 
prepared. s~, she had plenty t o eat, but vmo liked t o eat al ong? 
S1e had been t old that the doctor was making more trips to the house 
now. "Besides , " Aunt Bess had t old her , "I don't have the t i me to 
wait on your mother and cook and clean house all at the same time ~ " 
Many times Brenda had been i nvited by Mrs . Warwick to s t ay for 
lunch . Mrs . Warwick had always added with a smi l e, " I t isn't much, 
but it is substanti al ." Brenda liked Mrs . Warwick and thought she had 
beautiful brown eyes in spi te of her homely-looking f ace . 
~~ the littl e girl ate her sandvd ch she r emember ed that she had 
heard her mother -tell Aunt Bess that two years ago Mr . Warwick had 
been killed in a car accident. The family now lived on a small income 
left by the father , and Mrs 8 Warwick earned a few dollars by taking in 
sewing and washing . 
For a week Brenda left home after br eakfast to go to the Warwick 
hous e. She helped Tonnny make the sandpil es , and mark out a horse- face 
on an old piece of White cloth for David ' s broomstick horse. 
One Saturday morning as Brenda turned in at the gate she was both 
surprised and happy to see little David at the vdndow. His bed had 
been placed near the "Window and he was propped up among huge pillows . 
Through a voice filled with happiness Torrany, pointing to the wi dow3 
told her, 11 It 1 s David, and he's much better now. I told him about tre 
sandpiles and the horse . He begged Mot her to let him watch us from 
the window. u 
Brenda went closer to the window and waved at David.. She saw him 
wave back and smile weakly, but she also saw something more. His once 
rosey cheeks were now pale and his big brown eyes seemed larger . 
As Brenda helped Tommy work in the yard, Da\Qd 1 s brown eyes 
glowed with happiness. Several times Brenda heard his ask his mother, 
"Mamma, it won't be long i till I can p ay, will it? I can help Brenda 
and Torruny on the sand piles myself . n Mrs .. ar-wick assured him it would 
not be long. 
Four da:).rs later things were in a big stir at the Moore house. 
The doctor was corrdng more frequently and Aunt Bess was sitting up all 
ni ghts with Mrs . Moore . Brenda wanted to see her mother, but the 
doctor had been strict in allowing no one to enter the sick-room with 
t he exception of Aunt bess.. The case of flu had not develop0d into 
pneumonia . "Well," Brenda told Torruny, nr guess she ' ll be well in a 
few days . Aunt Bess won't tell me a thing. She just tells me to stay 
out of the way. 11 
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Late that afternoon Brenda ceased her playing as little David 
took chills, and a deep sweat broke out ove r his entire b ody. MI·s. 
Warwick hEd to move him from the window. Linen was stripped from the 
other beds to keep him warm. Dr. Berry was sent for but he came an 
hour later as he had beer1 on another sick call. 
Brenda sat on the porch steps. She did not want to play any more. 
She did not want to go home either. Besides she did not think anyone 
would miss her. She had been so happy about little David's recovery. 
Now he was sick again. But he must be even sicker as Dr. Berry had 
been in the ho1,1se for at least two or three hours now. 
With a childish plea she uttered under her breath, "Dear God, 
don't let l i ttle David die. Let him live and play again. 11 
She heard Tommy come out of the house and felt his arm brush 
against hers as he sat down. His voice sounded weak to her when he 
said, "Brenda you'd better go home . Your mother "V'rill be worried.. 11 
She turned to him, "I don't want to go. And it won't matter anyhow. 
Nobody will miss me. n 
There was a long silence before she heard Tommy speak again, 11 Dr. 
Berry doesn't expect David to live anymore. He told mother David had 
a bad case of some kind of cold called new~-monia ••• or something that 
sounds like that. I heard him tell her it was pretty bad. I had to 
get up and leave. I couldn1 t stand to hear David breathe so hard, 
even though the door was closed.u Brenda heard him utter a loud 
sound, and "When she turned to face him, he had put his face in his two 
hands and had begun to cry. A big lump rose in her throat. She wanted 
to r un into the house and tell Dr. Berry to let little David live. He 
just had to live. He just must live. 
The sun was sinking slowly over the hilltop. Brenda did not want 
to go home yet. Big tears were now splashing down her cheeks. She was 
then aware that Tommy had stood up and had started toward the door. 
She looked up in time to see Dr. Berry meet him at the door. His look 
was on Tommy's face, but he never said a word. He looked old and 
stooped as he walked down the steps and past the gate. 
On the way home Brenda's footste ps seemed to beat out time to the 
phrase, 11Little David's dead." Over and over in her head the words 
sounded, "Little David's dead." In the distance she could hear the 
sad, cooing voice of a dove which seemed to lament the death of little 
David. 
~~en she got home she was aware that the house was filled with 
people. Some were relatives she had never seen. They all talked in 
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soft whls~crs and there was a hushed silence prevalent over the group . 
She wondered lNhy they were looking at her so strangely. Then shv 
1 oked down and saw that she was holding in ·her hands the lir...finished 
cloth horse-face that was to have been little David t s . She felt tea:r"s 
coming into her eyes so she stuck the piece f cloth into her pocke-t 
and ~·an from the room . 
Later she heard Aunt Bess calling he into the dining room. 
"Brenda,n she began_, "It's your mother . Shets dead. It happened th "s 
a f ternoon. She died of penumonia . Shets gone forever ." 
Suddenly Brenda · could see the still form of 1 .ttle David as he 
la.y on t he larg~ bed. The roses were no longer in his chAeks and his 
brown eyes would no longer open. Once again she felt his ~mall hand 
in hers 9 and she wondered ·why it was so stiff a d coldo She began to 
cr y and her little body shook with sobs * She felt Aunt Bess v arms 
about her shoulders . "Don't cry, dal"ling," she said, 11we tried 
everything to save her. Seeing how weak and sick she was, I don't see 
how she stayed on as long as she did. ~' 
Brenda looked up and said~ n Nhy does God let people die?" 
Tn rough her tears she saw Aunt Bess shake her head and heard her say, 
. HQnly God does know. n In a voice that sounded far-off Brenda saidj 
111Nhy did He take Little David so ear:y? He was so good, and he never 
did anybody any harm . " 
When Brenda turned around, Aunt Bess was nowhere in the room . As 
she started toward the living room she could hear Au.11.t 1 s voice saying 
to someone in the next room, "The little darlingis taldng it so bad$ 
I wanted to let her see her mother , but Dr . Blanton gave strick orders 
to let no one enter the room. But I can see her heart ' s broken now. 
The p oor, poor little. girl." 
Brenda took t h e p iece of cloth from her pocket. Her tears fell 
on the unfinished horse-face. She hid her face in it while crying out 
11 Li ttle David boy. Gone • • • • • gone forever." 
THE END 
DEATH 
Death breathed upon me, 
The icy fingers chilled me , 
A_nd _ .cold enclosed me. 
- by Barbara Adams 
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I am late. 
As I walk over the dry leaves, they crackle under my loafers. 
Yesterday it rained and everything was quiet. 
Everything but the birds. 
I watched them today and they flutter 
And tweet 
And fly from cedar to pine. 
Ah, yes, the stately pines, 
The tall pines. 
They bravely defy man's impudence. 
The squirrels take delight in scampering along a path away fron 
me. 
They stop. 
Their head is in the air, their tail arched. 
I come to a cold, hard stretch of man-made ceme~t, 
So out of place. 
A robin hops within inches of me, trusting, yet wary. 
And then I am there. 
I step dovm into the street, leaving a little world to itself. 
But tomorrow I will make my trek again. 
From Senior Dorm to the Birdwell Building. 
-- by Bebe Whitworth 
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THE BIG MISTAKE 
by 
Diane Engs.trom 
A Sallie put her glasses on for the fifth time, she noti ed · that 
the handsome young man in the tweed sports jacket was still .... tand ·ng 
i n the lobby by the Wishing Welle He was standing just as he had been 
for the last twenty minutes, tossing a silver coin. 
He was a very good looking fellow, with black hair, about six 
feet tall ard completely average and respectable looking. 
The words of the old song, 11 Itr s later than yo"J. think, Yi kept 
going tl1·ough her mind as the minutes ticked off . Her friends had 
s a.:..d to her., 11Yo'l have to be daring and sophisticated in ordAr to get, 
anyvvhere in New York. If you don't,youill be home sitting with your 
kt-C,tens and knitting for an old aunt . !W She didnR ·c have an old a nt11 
or anyone foj. that matter, t o kr.J_t, for, b t the prospect of such a 
life did lo6k probable if she didn't get out and do something about 
itQ 
That. was all she needed . She took one more look at the your..g man 
and tha,t se utled it . She started down the stairs of the balcony to 
·che lobby below. 
This Vvhole idea had been the brair.storm of the g· rls in the ,uter 
office . He~ Phillip Wilkin, was a young out-of- town buyer . He was 
supposed t." be rich besides being handsome , s o that made him all t.he 
more desirable . Since Sallie had never laid eyes on him before, this 
made it harder on her tl1an on him because he told the girls that he 
had seen her before . 
She didn ' t like the idea of meeting someone she had never seen in 
a hotel lobby, but a s the girls pointed out, she was just plain G. U., 
geographically u.~desirable, as · she lived an hour's drive from upto~m~ 
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New York. 
Just as s he was abou t to a pproa ch him, he began t (> mo re toward 
the information bureau desk .. With a si.gh of .re l i e f!l Sallie s a i d t o 
herself, "Good, he is going t o leave and I can g et out of th i s f o l ish 
mess." But she sighed too soon, he was jus t moving t o the other side 
of the well in order that he could watch the front door, or i n order 
that he could be seen better, because it looked as if he was :.·losing 
patience vJi th whomever he was waiting for., 
With her back braced again and her h ead high, she went toward 
him. nThat coin you are f lipping will bring you one good wish, 11 she 
said.. That went over smooth, she thou ght to herself, Maybe this game 
isn2 t so hard after all. Then she said, "I'm Sallie Collier .. 91 
The young man threw up his head and loolmd her straight in the 
eyeo "Hello!!" he said, and smiled .. 
Even thou gh her glass es were stuck away in h er purse, she could 
tell that he was even more handsome t.han h e h a d been from twenty feet 
above . 
She tried t . think of something else to say and all that came to 
her was, ttTb_is i s a quaint old hotel, isnit it?" That didn' t sound 
very sophisticated, so she added, "I come here quite often." 
"Y,ou do, do you?" he replied, looking arounds nIt is rat.t"le:r 
u.nique . _n 
Touching hi5 arm, she said, "Shall we sit doV~rn over here and get 
acquainted? It 1 s not so busy and noisy here in t his corner " n She- led 
him to a loveseat by the ~dndow. After sitting do~vn and arranging her 
full skirt$ there was not much room for him on the small seat, but he 
made the best of the situation. 
" Nmllf we can talk in peace, 11 she said. 11 here are you from? 11 
11 Nevada, 11 he s aid. "Reno, to be exact." 
"You're a long way from home. Is it like they say~ just flooding 
over with rich women getting divorces and looldng for new husbands? 
Il'm surprised you haven't been caught yet." No, she thought, that was 
not the l"ight thing to say and it didnv t sound vel'Y sophisticated, 
He laughed it off and answered, "I've got a good hunting dog and 
I lmow 'Where all the traps are set. Now, where are you from?" 
"From a small to-wn in New Jersey," she said. nr lived with my 
aunt until she died, and then I was left alone. I always wanted to 
come to New York and be independent. So, here I am. I feel like a 
true New Yorker now. tt 
nyou don't look exactly like a New Yorke r ," he said, looking her 
over. "They always have a hurried, troubled look about them, and all 
you have is a dazed look." 
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I 1 ve got to watch this she thought. Then she said, 11 I love New 
Yor k , vd th its hustle and bustle and all the different types of people 
that you meet here. It's funny, but you can meet a new person ever y-
day and never run into him a gain as long as you live here. Tha t's vfuy 
I like it. 11 
Now she was consc i ous of his stare o 11 You don •t seem like the 
type of girl who would do a t hi ng like this, n he said s olemnly a 
"I'm not," she admi tted hurriedly . "I was simply terr ified at 
the thought of coming up to you and s !=Baking to you first. rrm glad I 
di d thou gh , and it is not at all like I thought it would be." 
"You mean you've never done anything like this before?n 
Sallie just nodded. 
At that moment a tall, luscious blonde came in the door and 
star t ed directly toward t h em. Sallie looked and t hen gul ped . No, it 
couldn' t be, not possible, not Vera Stanley from Little Falls~ She 
couldn't tell exactly by the face, but she couldn't mistake that walk . 
She came over and stood in front of them, then looked a t Phillip, and 
s poke. "Mark, darling , I see you haven 1 t been losing any time." Then 
l ooking at Sallie, who was trying to hide by sliding down in t he seat, 
she said, 11Why P 11 be, if it isn't little Sallie Collier from Little 
Falls. This certainly is a small world. I was thinking a bout you on 
the way up here and I thought I would call you if I had time. I ' m 
he re buying my trousseau. Isn1 t that right, Mark, darling?" 
By now Sallie was pretty well mixed up. Who was Mark, darling? 
~fuywas Vera talking to Phillip and then talking about her trousseau? 
The light sh ovm on Vera's engagement ring and then the li ght began to 
dawn on Sallie. She had made a terrible mistake. 
Vera was saying, "I didn!t. know you two had met. Isn't he simply 
wonderful, Sallie?" 
But Sallie's head was spinning too fast. 
was, "I'm afraid there has been some mistake. 
And off she flew toward the telephone booth. 
Mary Anne, the girl who had gotten her into all 
her off as fast as she could. 
All she could staJ.1liller 
I've got to be going. u 
She was going to call 
this trouble, and tell 
As she was not watching where she was gDing, she ran into a man 
s tanding by the booth. She looked up into hard eyes, he said, 
tt Are you Sallie Collier? I 1m Phillip Wilkin." 
11 Yes, 11 she stammered. 11 I 1 m Sallier Collier." 
"Well, then you must be my date. These New York girls sure like 
to keep the men waiting. Vfuat would you like to do for the evening, 
baby?" 
She was still stunned, but she knew she had to go out with him 
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because she had kept him waiting so l ong. It was the only polite 
+.bing to do. 
As she left the hotel with his hand on her a1m 3 she looked back 
at Mark and Vera, who were both staring at her with unbelieving eyes . 
I guess, she thought, that Little Fal l s will really have something to 
talk about for a long time as soon as Vera gets home and tells vmo and 
"What she saw in New York. Little Sallie Collier, standing in hotel 
lobbies waiting for a pick up. Oh, she felt terrible about this 
character who just would not shut up . 
Theywent to a small lounge around the corner . He asked her what 
she wanted. Half-heartedly she replied, "Lemonade. n 
uwi:th what added?" he asked . 
When she said, ti Just sugar, 11 she thought she heard him say some-
thing under his breath, but she let it pass . She was too worn out and 
sick at hear t to think about anything except those hazel 3 o:r were they 
grey, eyes of Mark's. If she only knew his last name, then maybe she 
could write him and apologize. But that would probably make things 
worse for herself and also for Vera. As she had said, you could meet 
a new person everyday in New York and never see him a gain. She hoped 
she would never see him againo Or did she? 
Just at t hat moment he walked in with Vera on his arm. They went 
to the opposite side of the room so they didn't see hero 
Phillip tried to make small talk, but she did not have her mind 
on anYthing except how terrible she felt . At that precise moment, 
Phillip said something that brought her out of her trance and also 
made he~:- drop her lemonade glass in her lap. U(h ~ b:rother , u he said.1l 
ur really got a square this time . " 
She said, HNever mind, it isn't a good dress and it'll cleano'Y 
In a minute he said, 11 Ex:cuse me, I(ve got to make a call. n And 
he got up. She lmew he wouldn't be back and she didni t for a minute 
care. In a little while the waiter appeared with a note with two $1 
bills attachede It read: "Sorry I had to run out. Important meeting. 
Take a taxi home • " 
She had to get out of there and get out fast, but how could she 
without Mark and Vera seeing her? She -vvai ted until they got up and 
then she s lipped out the side door. 
On the -vvay to the bus she gave the two bills to an old lady. She 
caught the bus and all the way home all she could think about was Mark 
and What a f ool she had been, and about what Vera would say back home. 
But she did not care about iliat particularly. She did have to admit 
to herself that she did care a bout Mark. She couldn't urrlerstand how 
vera had been so lucky to land a prize lj_ke him. But then, she always 
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had been lucky with boys, even when they were in high school together. 
Vera was the one that had all the dates and was elected to every-
thing . Now she had what Sallie wanted most. 
Sallie knew she had to get over it, and she knew she would~ in 
t ime. But for the present she wasn't going to follow anyone's advice 
about how t o get a man. She was going to let it vvork itself ou·c. 
After al13 she was just twenty-one and still had the best days of her 
life ahead of her. 
She was thinking this as she got off the bus and walked slowly 
and tiredly toward her r ooming house. Just as she approached the 
steps , a figure stepped out of the shadows and blocked her way in the 
door . At first she 1TclS startled, and then she realized it was someone 
familiar. 
nHello, 11 said Mark. "You ran out so fast I didn1 t get a chance 
t o talk to you. " 
"But," she stammered. 
"I know exactly what you're thinking, u he said. 11You think Vera 
is my fiance. Well, she :iSn?t~11 She's mybrother!s. He couldn't come 
~th her so he asked me to bring her up for the weekend. I wanted to 
run after you in the lobby, but when I saw you talking to that other 
man and leaving with him, I honestly didn't know what to think about 
you. Then I saw you in the lounge and I saw when _he left you. I 
tried to get over to you, but you ran off again. Vera gave me your 
address and I drove right out here. By the way, you owe me for the 
ticket I got." He laughed heartily and added, 11 I had t o find you 
again and tell you about all this, and ask you for a real date. Maybe 
we 'll have a chance to have several evenings together.u 
All this time Sallie stood there blankly. She could not say a 
word. When she finally regained her voice, all she could think of 
was, "What is your name?" 
11Mark Thompson, tt he said, opening the door for her. Then he 
added:; 11 I made a wish in that Wishing Well back at the hotel and I 
wished to meet a nice girl just like you. It looks like my wish has 
come true." 
As they turned from the door and started to the car, Sallie 
thought, 11 'I'he girls ·wouldn't call this being so sophisticated, but 
they might classify it as daring. 
THE END 
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MORTAL STRATAGTh1 
The purple veil of evening 
Was creeping 'cross the sky, 
When 'side the darky's cabin 
The boys were passing by. 
The light was slowly fading 
As whispers came their way. 
' Twas Dan 1 1 to his God above 
n,at they were hearing pray. 
"'Oh, La wei, you lmows me we 11; 
My soul am yourn to keep, 
And, ,~ Gowd, if you am willin, 
Please take it as I sleep. 
My haid am white as wintah; 
My knees, dey shore air bent; 
And by de misery in muh bones 
I knows my life am spent. 
"Take me, Lawd, please take me; 
I wants to live no mo 1 • 
Let Gab' 1 come and take me 
To Jordan's othah sho'. n 
The darlmess hid the scheming 
Of youthful wit at work. 
To have his prayers answered, 
Dan'lfs courage it would irk. 
The midnight hour found them 
In gleeful silence deep; 
The cabin door before ~hem, 
And Dan'l fast asleep. 
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Their knock was loud and somber; 
It split the quiet air. 
Dan'l raised his head and s aid, 
"Pr ay tell me, who am dere?" 
The voice outside di d answer , 
As had been planned before , 
"Tis Gabriel to take old Dan i 1 
To J ordant s other sh or e. n 
The darkyis eyes were rolling; 
Cold sweat was on his brow. 
"If you 1 s lookin for ole Dantl, 
He don 1 t live heah now~ 11 
-- by Bill Bailey 
SPLENDID LOVE 
Love is as awesome 
As the bright red setting sun 
Glowing on the clouds o 
To be loved inspires 
So that eyen the awkvv-ard 
Can deftly create. 
Love is a 1 uxury 
Both the rich and poor enjoy 
Without any tax. 
-- by Bebe Whitworth 
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THE HANGED MAN 
He was hanging from an oak tree. 
Limp and straight he was hanging, 
Gone and doomed, life is no more, 
No more to hear his gun banging. 
They caught him as a cow he stole .. 
He said his wife and children starve, 
No food to eat, no milk to drink, 
He only asked some beef to carve. 
A cattle thief they called him now. 
Unclaimed by those who knew him best. 
A shallow grave shall hold his bones. 
How can he ever know true rest? 
They cut him down from the oak tree. 
He'll hang upon a tree no more . 
Forgot he'll be, if it can be, 
He hangs not on our family tree. 
An thus is fate in t his old world. 
Men hang their brother on a tree, 
Ignoble death they give to him, 
Then deny him to posterity. 
- by Sara Jane Metcalf 
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·THE ~ [[) 
PAfi#\SOl 
11 She .h&d flattened her nose agains t the window trying to read the tagen 
by 
Marj orie McNeill 
Lucy, scravmy eleven-year old, all legs and arms and slatted sun-
bcnnet:J scuffed along in tne dust of the cotton row and hated cotton-
pi cking time . Aa shs bant mechanically over the half-opened bolls, 
she wvndered desolatGly if any other little girls had ever had so many 
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misfort unes at one time. Her sack was heav-y. 1ba str ap hurt her 
shou;der, the dry stalks scratched her lags , and her side a~h ed . And 
she had t o pi ck a hundred pounds bef ore quit ting time . ffi e would have 
to quit soon too, so Daddy could weigh , dump t he di r t,y rohite cot·con i n 
tha. wa gon, and drive to t he gin, t welve miles away at Blua g1•ove . There 
really wasntt time t o pi ck a hundred pounds . B t Daddy had sai d she 
had~ to . 
She c.Cltlldn•t tor et how he had looked when he s ai d UAJ.l right, i£ 
yett p~ek. a. bt1rJdred pounds before I go to the gi n, I 111 buy that blast-
ed pa.rasol Y,JQJU.1ve been whi ning for. Now go pick it and shut up." He 
had acted a$ i .f' he were cross, and yet sorry he had said i t , Lucy had 
warut$d to Gry1 but she thought t hat maybe, if she worked fast enough, 
ShS! could pick a. htmdred pounds before the cotton went to the gin. She 
-aa' t-(l)) ~k i.t., she determined, because she wanted the red parasol, 
Ltm5f ¥lad never· in her life wanted anyth:i.ng as much a s she wanted 
the· pan~L 'When she went to town, she always stood longest in front 
0~ th& ri'Oft tdJ.,.dow mere it hung. Even now, here in the heat of the 
fi&~d1 Sh& aM..ve.red . t.t. the thought of perhaps going to town and seeing 
the pa.r~l ~n. She could shut her eyes and see it -- every red-
whm:be :fim6. et' it,; every- little flare of stiff white at the side, every 
trn.~ ~. the bottom. She could imagine how the red-checked 
~~ ·tmoot!t and cool and clean. Tile last time she had been 
fu. ~ 'lltJa had :t1:a.ttened he-r nose against the window trying to read 
the: tiag.. \It-a: ahe .read . "Prfoe $2. 9S," she had left the window and 
gQ!le tta: the wagon to. wait for Daddy. 
~ :!!~ the first time she had asked timidly if she mi ght 
~ 'lh* pe-aaol• · ... Daddy had laugped and said, "Sure, if the crop 
cmtiiet!) t'Jrtrl. d.l d.Pt•:• · But the next time he had frovmed and said may-
lie::,_" :ff.' tme; ftO-JDS. didit't get any worse. · And the next time he had grow-
]edl andl-~- oo didxt:'t see how he could keep her in shoes that winter, 
]e:t, ~~:fool. rcrd · p1rasols that wouldn't last through three 
.ll'~.. The .l.ari;. time1 at dinner that very day, he had got up from the 
ta~~ ann~  She would have to pick a hundred pounds of cotton or do 
wi tl\t"JU:.t, the: p>tft&ol.: ~ : 
Sfu·& ~ dam{ to pick a grassburr from between her toes, and 
st:raighte..C '1IIP slowly so she wouldn't hurt her shoulder, already cha-
fed by the strap. Sh.e was tired. She had been up since five-thirty, 
s topping GD.lLT for a scant dinner. Now, when she wanted to work hard-
~: e-st, shlf. didn't. feel like it. As she went on down the row, the ache 
~rn. ner side g~worse, and felt knotty and twisty, so t hat she wanted 
te bend over and lie down on her cotton sack. 
1 Lucy wondered about the ache. At first she had thought it was 
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~aused ~r 'he s rivelled peaches she had stuffed down to fill up the 
empty· spaces l eft after a meal of fried potatoes and cornbread. But 
now she decided t hat the peaches made a heavy lump in her ches t , vmi l e 
the pai.1 was sharper , below her middle . "When she bent over her row, 
however , i t f elt better, and by the time she started down another row, 
she could almost forget the pain. 
But she couldn't forget the hundred pounds . Maybe, even if she 
didn't pick that much this time, she could do it next week . But then, 
next week the parasol might be gone . And she couldn't even see it 
again. She sniffled. Not ever see that red-white parasol a gai i n 
all her life . She sniffled again, and a big tear ran dovm her face, 
streaking through the sweat and dust . She stumbled on a rock in the 
middle of the row and fe l l o Then she cried in earnest, tangl ed in her 
sack strap, with her unbonnet slipping from her head and dragging in 
the dust and leaves . 
Suddenly she gulped dovm the biggest sob and scrambled t her 
feet . She couldn't sit there and cry--- vmy she c uld have picked a 
couple of p unds while she was bawling like a baby. She looked at the 
rock, and her mind centered on it as the cause of her troubles o 
nyou hateful o1 2 rock, you, " she cried jerkilye 11 I 1m gonna throw 
you plum outa sight o You tripped me an' kep' me from pickin ' cotton, 
, an 1 I'm gonna throw you in th g middle of nex 1 weekt" She stooped, 
lifted the rock, and then, quite as suddenly as she had stood up$ sat 
flat down on the gr und . Why c ouldnYt she put this rock in her sack? 
It would weigh as much as the cotton she could have picked While she 
was cryingo It might even weigh more - why, if she put enough rocks 
in her sack -- she got to her f eet again: s till holding the """Ock, and 
looked around her. 
Nobody was near here . Daddy was over near the wagon, . &'1d Brother 
and SaB were weighing ine They couldn ' t see ner---but even if no one 
ever knew, she would be cheati ng . 
She wiped the sweat from her fa~e, hitched up the strap, and 
sta:t"ted on do-wn her row. She would pick fast and get as much cotton 
as she could . Then, acros s the baked field she heard Daddy calling, 
"Hey, Lucy, a.lmost time to weigh .. n And Brot her yelled after him, 
"Yeah, got that hundred pounds yet.?n 
Lucy looked back at the r ock, and wished she could be bad enough 
to s ip it into her sack. She could be good - -- she began sr~ffling 
again - - and work all day in a hot cotton patch-·now she was crying 
in earnes t -- and if she could_o, t pick a hundred pounds she wouldn 1 t 
get anything at al..~.. . She swall owed a s ob and went back to the r ock. 
She didn~t want to be gaod . She wanted the red parasol . 
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It was very easy to s l ip the rock in with the cotton~ and it 
didn't showo She breathed deeply and looked around for another rocko 
It would take a lot of them to make her sack weigh a hundred pounds , 
and she might as well go ahead and put in as many rocks as she could~ 
now that shei d started. She saw three little rocks close together~ 
and put them in3 and then she saw some more ahead of her and dragged 
her sack up the row, putting i n every rock she s aw. Her side was 
hurting again; the ache began beating against her, but she di dn 9 t 
mindo She was going t o get the parasol . 
Her sack was heavier now, and pulled dCY1lffi on her sore ~ shoulder, 
When she reached the end of the row and s t raightened her back, she 
saw that Daddy was weighing his sack and Brother and Sam were tramping 
down the cotton in the wagon. S'ne turned toward the wagon and walked 
slowly, dragging the sack with both hands to keep the weight off her 
shoulder. Gosh, it was heavy- maybe now she had a hundred poundso 
She scuffed through the dead stalks, forge tting her aching sides arrl 
her sore shoulder~ 
v~at was an old pain when she was going to get a new parasol? 
But then., what was a red parasol if she -- if she cheated? Lucy bit . 
her lip suddenlye She wasn 8 t a good girl any more; she was just the 
same as a thief; she had stolen from Daddy. Suppose someone found out 
or Sam or Daddy saw the rocks? What if the man at the gin -- and she 
had heard that the man at the gin shot people who . cheated on the 
weights. And once she had heard that flint rocks in cotton made it 
catch fire and burn, gin and all. Were there any flint rocks in her 
sack? 
She glanced hurriedly at the wagon. They weren 1 t looking; there 
was still time to take out the rocks and put the cotton back ·in ·_her 
sack. As she bent over, Daddy called impatiently, "Well1 come on with 
that hundred pounds and let' s get going~~~ and Brother and Sam laughed 
and said nhun' erd pounds is €P od." 
Lucy jerked up. They thought she couldn't pick a hundred pounds. 
She'd show· them. She stumbled to the wagon, dropped the sack, and sat 
down. Let them go · ahead and weigh.:· it, she didn't care. She bent 
over, holding her side, and waited. 
Daddy lifted the sack up slowly, as if he were weighing it with 
his hands, and fastened it to the hook of the scales. He looked at 
the bulging dirty canvas, and then, as if trying to make Lucy think it 
was too little weight to bother with, he selected the smallest weight, 
the pea used only for the half-filled sacks. The scales screeched a 
little then shifted, swung, and settled on an even line. The little 
weight was far out on the end of the scale. Daddy squinted at it, 
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moved·: it:_ a notc;t., . ·and . whistled. 
'-iShoo~-who'd a thought it? An even s-ixty. That's a hundred an ~ 
ten~ with th g. fifty you picked first weighins . Gus s you8ll hafta 
have that parasol. 18 He unfastened the sack and slung it heavily t o 
Sam, viho began emptying it into the wagon . Lucy started at himo What 
if he found the rocks? 
Suddenly Daddy, how i n a good humor, patted her shoulder , I t 
wasn't the sore shoulder, but Lucy bega~ to cry. 
11WhatBs the matter, Lu y?" Daddy wanted to Jrnow. "Ainit you 
glad you're gonna get that parasol?" But Lucy only sobbed and~ sud~ 
denly~ realized that she could never give up the parasol, Aven if she 
had t o be a bad girl forever~ and ever, clung to Daddy and wept loudly 
and convulsively on his stained blue shirt . 
u·w.hy, Lucy, what under t h' sun ' s thi matter?" Daddy asked~ now 
worried . uyou ain1 t sick or nothing, are you?~' Lucy, aware now tha 
the p a:in i n her side was almost u.__nbearable, and seeking some plauaible 
excuse for her outburst, nodded8 
nyes~ awful -sickc. In my side. It hurts . 98 Then she renew .d he:t" 
8 smodic sobbing ., Daddy turned to Brother and Sam who having mptied 
the sacks~ were now standing awkwardly near . 
n Get, the team hitched and bring this cotton i round to t.h s house . 
I ' m gonna c~ t g cross creek and take Lucy home so's ~he can taka some 
mw icine o I guess you-all been eating them shri velly pea.cl es again ., u 
He picked Ll .. Cy up, shifted her thin body < 0 a comfortable {YJSit ot::-.n~ 
a:Ld ctart d •vi th long strides for the hcu, e . 
Lu..-·y clu.n.g miserably to him. She was sick~ so sick ·hey m:.Lght 
ha"· to call the doctor~ and she had bee ... so bad that she would pro-
bably die ~ S1e must tell Daddy about the rocks~ even if she never saw 
th& red pa.rasol .. 
~ 1 Daddy, I--I been a11'Jful bad_, " she ch'""'ked . ur guess that,v s why I 
hn1• ~" so n(JW ., I been te:r ·ible bad . 11 The pain doubled her ups she 
~auld not continue, but could only gasp. 
"He"...,, kid_, donRt talk if y;vu¥re hurtin~ soo 11 said Daddy., H~ 
~-l,~ar d his throat ., "You ain~ t bad, Lucy, you inD t a bit bad . Don" t 
•'J:y if you l,.;an help it . Don~t. mind about eatinv them peaches ., u9 
She tried to stop cryingo If Daddy thought she was worryi g 
about the peaches . maybe shei d better not tell him until she .fel·t 
e ·vter o Sha held tightly tn his over=-all strap.)\ because everything 
was going round and round$ and she couldn ~ t s e., She sc_ .. eamed~ an 
then a thick blackness came down and covered everything but he paino 
For a long time there wasn ' t anything but the blackness a!d the 
pai.n ., Then she hea1•d voi-~es , and blinked, and could sae ag.:a.ir o Sh~ 
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was lying on the bed in the front room, nd Mother and Daddy were 
there~ and a little fat man who poked his finger where the pain was .. 
She winced, and the man clucked sympathetically, a.s if he knew how i t 
hurt" 
V6Pretty bad,:, isn~t it sister? 18 She looked at him" He must be 
the doctor, she thought " That meant a l o·t; of expa·1se., Da dy would 
have to pay a doct():r bill now9 and he cou dn 9·t buy the •ed pa asol .. 
She began to cry, but to herself thls vim • 
nwell~ best th · ng to do is to get her to t ~n, tR the fat man was 
saying. Mother was hurrying around~ and Lu ·y saw that there was bis= 
cui+ dough on he:r hands" And again everything was get.ting blacker" 
A1 though she cou. d hear Mother saying something about clean nigh 
gown ~ and Daddy was saying he ha to go to to~m with the uotton~ it 
all sounded a long way off, like voices from the bottom of a well& 
She was glad when the blackn sa came down again, beca.us ohe didnw t 
have t think abou the rocks and the red parasol:., 
But ·whe .. the darlmess left again~ Lu y was frightened " This t "me 
she was lying on a little narrow table in a shiny white room _ere 
b:&•ight 1· ghts burned and everything smellad like lin:imento The f 4. 
doctor was talking to a youngish man in a white coate She must be in 
a hospital~ Going to have· an operation t She moaned and turned a 
little o The young man stepped up briskly. 
g~Now if you g 11 just breathe hard OWhen I put this vlhi te lli~Lng 
over your face ~ weg 11 have you feeling fine· in a jiffy.s tu he saido 
Lucy shook her head slowlyo 
~RI~ m scared, n she whispered. 
The young man quirked up his eye brows and smiled at her a re-
assuring smile .. 
aayou naedni t be scared.. - oug re a good little girl,$ aren~ t you? 
N w remember to breathe deeply" ~i He tu:r•ned way for a moment ., 
Lucy gasped. She wasn t a g od little g:i.rl any longer~ now that 
she had just the same as stolen" She must tell Daddy a bout the roc 
before the young man came backo 
But he was at he!' side again~ and she thought of telling h imo It 
didn~t ~aally ~~tter . She couldnit get the parasol now9 on a~count of 
the hospital bill . But as she started to tell lim~ he put something 
over her face and said nNow breathe deeply~~~ And she couldni t s ay 
anything, because she was choaking.9 and something got down in her 
throat nd hurt, and her nose felt stuffed with co·tton~ She was al-
most glad when the blackness began to get thick again., 
Thi.s darkness had little lights in it. They went round and round 
in front of' her eyes, coming closer and closer. She felt herself 
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rising sl wly and floating among them. She was relaxed and a little 
happy. 
The lights began to go faster~ and faster., and the pain carne back 
to her side . Lucy felt herself falling, through the blackness and the 
noi8es 3 and she cried ou.,\.· because •Jhere was nothing to hold to o A 
great white glare of light l0omed below her3 she fell onto it, there 
was a bur-:uing hurt in her side.s and she opened her eyes 3 to see the 
fat, doctor and the you.L>.g man 1 o ... ·,ldng at hero 
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The choking stuff still hurt her throat . She cried a little. 
Then Daddy and Mother tiptoed in. Mother was crying, and Daddy looked 
solemn and didn't say anything~ Lucy just looked at them, until 
Mother said, as if she were trying to laugh , "Look vvhat Daddy and 
Mother brought you to keep you from .feeling bad . Look, Roney. n And 
Daddy held up the red parasol. 
Involuntarily, Lucy reached for it, weakly, and shakily. The 
same red parasol----ruffles and all----her parasol . They'd got it for 
her after all. Then she looked at Daddy, standing there by the bed , 
trying to smile at her . Daddy, who bought the parasol even -when 'he 1 d 
have to pay- the doctor's bill. She drew back her hand~ 
"I'm mean," she cried weakly, tiJim a bad girl. I cheated . I 
wanted the parasol, so I put rocks in my sack. I wanted to tell you 
once, Daddy, and then I thought you'd have to pay the doctor's bill 
and couldn 1 t get the parasol anyway. But I m11stnt t have it now, 
'cause I 1 m too bad. n She turned her head from t he red parasol and let 
the tears slip across her face to the pillow. 
Then Mother touched her forehead gently. "Why, Honey, don't you 
mind them old rocks. You ain't a bad girl . " Lucy looked up at her, 
then she turned to Daddy. It was Daddy she had cheated. But now ---
she puckered her forehead.. For Daddy, after clearing his throat 
gruffly, looked at Mother, laid the red and wnite parasol across 
Lucy's bed, and tiptoed from the room. 
THE END 
CREATION 
God touched the dead earth, 
And the touch of his kind hand 
Brought the dead to life. 
- Janece Oliver 
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THE SPIRIT OF McMAHAN'S 
' by . 
Bill Bailey 
EDITORY S NOTE: 
. Nestled back in the pine-covered hills of East Texas is the 
oldest Protestant Church of Texas . McMahan Chapel was organized in 
1833 in the home of Samuel B. McMahan, in Sabine County about half 
way between San Augustine and Hemphill . There has been continuous 
organization of the Church from that day to this . 
There was preaching in many other places in Texas, but it was 
here that Methodism was formally organized and Protestantism given 
formal birth in Texas . 
Yesterday I stood on the site of an antique Churchyard . The 
old church was gone. In its place stood a magnificent memorial 
structure. Only the cold, white tombstones, pushing up their spectre-
like heads, remained to show the world how ancient was this spot. 
Then o••••• it was almost as if the graves began to open as ther¢ 
paraded before my mind a procession of thoughts which were lost in the 
lives of those who lay in those sunken graves. 
So real were the visions that I could almost hear the musical 
laughter of the children as they skipped along toward the open door of 
~chat little log church . Next the grown-ups were comingo Rough-
hewn, tanned from the sun and wind and rain, their heads were held 
hi gh with a look t hat can be obtained by only those who j oy in labor, 
love, and worsh i p. 
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My thoughts begged for the stories that those silent lips could 
tell. The longing mounted within me until it was more than I could 
contain. Frantically I looked around to the towering oaks vfuich stood 
in their solemn majesty., 
11 0h, if only you could tell your s tories ~u I cried, 11 you,1Nho 
have witnessed the birth and growth of the holy· activities Which have 
so abounded here, won't you speak to me?" 
Then3 amid my longing~ I seemed to hear a command . My mind stood 
still at the voice which was more like the ~hisperings of the wind . 
"Look t11 And I beheld a glorious panorama of history unfolding before 
my very eyes o 
The church bell was ringing, and around the bend of the narrow 
trail came the circuit-rider • * ... the prophet on horseback ., •. the 
apostle of t he open road. His horse was weary from the long road 
since early morning, but the rider was the image of man at his 
happiest moments ., His face shone with the light of heavenly it~pira­
tion and expectancy at the task which was at hand. 
My thoughts were dravm to follow him as he moved proudly throu·gh 
the door of the Church .. The dim l.Y ght in.sid~ revealed spli:t . .:..log 
benches filled with worshipping peasani~ry .. Thos'.d trusting eyes were 
glowing with a peculiar light which seemed t give a radiance to the 
whole beingo 
The singing ~ ... " the praying th ... preaching ~ This world 
"'ould ovvn nothing which was so divine.. A crude log church? o, ... Yes.9 
but so heart--touchiu,g arid since:r.e that even the heavenly chorus could 
:cot have been sweet-ere 
The scene was changing.. It was evening. Meeting time was t..here .. 
I found myself beholding the gatheri ng of the men for their prayer-
meetingo It seemed that the a:r.ms of those now-young trees hovered 
closA:r as if to enfold the simple beauty of that gr oupo They may have 
been listening to the prayers that wEn·e coming from upturned facos 
vmich were lined with tears that dropped unashamedly to the dry leaves 
belowo 
The people began to ent.er the open doer and seat themselves in 
the candle-lit chapel o There was a certain feel in the air that spoko 
of brotherhood and love .. 
Again that singing and praying and such preaching au wao amazing 
to behold ! Men and women shouted and prayed; lives were changed; God . 
was present ~ 
Suddenly I was alone again . Yet I was not al ne., I found 
myself looking up to God from my knees a.nd trying to speaks but in 
the place of words only sobs came., I was weepiLg for joy. There had 
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been revealed to me the wonder of t he Holy Spirit of God~ This was 
my own experience with God as he spurred me on to greater efforts t o 
carry that same Spirit to all mankind. Only after that knowledge had 
burned itself upon my heart would words come. 
tti can; I must; I will t11 
THE END 
LOST OPPORTUNITY 
by 
Margaret Pittman 
A pearl of great value and price lay on the seashore o A t raveler 
s t ooped and picked up this pearl. Being blind to its value he threw 
it down and proceeded down the shore to pick up rocks, s and, old 
shells ~ nothing of significant value6 'When the t:rave er ha.d grown 
tired and weary at the end of his journey he stopped to r st. He went. 
to sleep and had a dream~ An old man stood on the seashore before 
hj_m. In a weak faltering voice ·he told him, n Go back young t r aveler 
before it is too late. 'Ibe object whi'"'h you have so carel essly t h:r.oWY1 
aside is the Great Prize of Life --.:. a pearl of priceless value . '8 Im= 
mediately the old man's voice faded away and the traveler awoks, "·ook 
up his belong~ngs, and ran hurriedly back to the location of the 
pearl. As he reached t.he spot he could see the pearl nowhereo When 
he looked up he saw a beautiful young golden-haired girl carrying away 
the p3arl in both hands . As she walked away with an ol d man by he r 
side the traveler heard her voice ringing with laughter and happines(;; 
saying, "Fathers I've found it at last~the Pearl of great price w ~ 've 
searched for so long. n The traveler went on his way a cii sappointed .9 
yet a wiser man . THE END 
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THE WEALTH I CRAVE 
I ask not pomp nor power 
Like kings, to give conwand; 
The wealth I crave is power 
To serve my fellow man. 
I want to feel the hand-clasps 
That joys and sorrows blend; 
I want to hear him saying, 
"Ah, sir, you've been my friend. 11 
I ask not fame nor fortune, 
Nor joy that honor brings; 
The wealth I crave is power 
To love God's lowly things; 
To see in morning sunrise 
The Master-Artist's skill; 
To read in humblest flower 
The workings of His will. 
I ask not dazzling jewels, 
Nor raiment · l'ine, nor gold; 
The wealth I crave and plead for 
Is Truth and Courage bold; 
A simple, child-like trusting; 
A faith, while on life's way, 
That sees beyond all darkness, 
The dawn of golden day. 
-- by Emma C. Brannon 
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MRS. BARBARA 
by 
Eleanor E. Crockett 
Most of the women in our cross- roads town in south Mississippi 
are just women. To a boy of t welve, I mean, they don't stand out as 
being anything much; like teachers, say, or mothers of friends . But 
1tts . Barbara Mason wasn1 like the rest of them ·n some way I di dnit 
understand. She was the mother of one of my friends , of 1like Mas on. 
But she didn9 t at like a mother~ make Mike wash himself and get to 
s~ool on time, or go to Sunday School, or any of the other things 
mother usually makes a boy do . And al~o she was gone a lot; sometime~ 
she 'd disappear for whole da~~ and nights at a time . 
Mike was a regular fellow., At school, he vm.sn ' the tea..oher~ s 
pet, but the kids liked him. He was quiet though - old f his age. 
He had blue eyes sm dg d into his freckled face with bla .,k~ and a 
shock of white hair that was always falling doW11 on his f oreheado I 
1vas Mike's best f r iend . I think he liked me becau e I neve~ asked him 
ab ut hi"' mothe · when she was gone . I never asked him about her be=-
~ause I didn't like to see the look that came over his face When Mrs . 
Barbara's arne was mentioned. His blu.e eyes would narrow and wlth-
draw, and his jaw would be ~quarer than ever o Sometimes h wouldn't 
answer, especially if it was a kid t.hat asked where his mother was$ 
But if it was an adult, :Mike would say real quiet, HShe 1 11 be back 
pretty soon. She 111 be back - - maybe today" ww 
You could tell Mike loved Mrso Barbara . While she was gon. he 
kept the house neat as anythings He'd get up mornings and fix his o1vn 
b:reakfa~t, and even wash up the dishes afterwards . Lots of times I'd 
lvave for sohool early just so I could eat a second br~akfast with 
Mike; he made hot cocoa bette:t• t.'I-J.an my mother did . 
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One morning last September I went by for Mike and right away I 
knew Mrs. Barbara was home, only that time she hadnit been gone long 3 just a couple of days. There was a cup on the sink with lipstick on 
it, and the kitchen smelled the way Mike is mother smelled sweet, 
the way those Cape Jessamine flowers smell so good. 
"Shhhh ," Mike said when I banged the door.. ''S'ne alnw t feeling so 
good. 11 And his smudged eyes and square jaw dared me to make something 
of it, which I wasnlt aiming to do anyway., 
Then after awhile he went back to Mrs a Barbarai s room and I heard 
her low voice answering him when he asked if there was e anything she 
needed before he went to school. Then he asked her something else and 
she said, "Goodness gracious, Mike~ I donit want anything. Just go 
away and let me sleep." She didn&t sound irritated~ just tired.. It 
wasn't the way my mother would have said it. But my mother isn?t Mrs~ 
Barbara. 
I knew two words for Mrs . Mason, and rsd have l ooked them up in 
the dictionary if I!d kno1vn how to go about spelling them. I hear d 
those words one time When I was in the kitchen and my mother was 
enter taining the bridge club, and I knew they were bad because they 
were said in a hiss and made me almost drop the watercrest sandwich I 
had decided I wasn't hungry enough t o eat anyvvay. The words were 
"dipsomaniac" and "nymphomaniac .. 11 The last part of t he words, the 
11maniac 11 part, was bad, I knew. And finally, I just up and asked my 
old man about the words. 
Dad is a lawyer and an all-right sort of guy. He put his pape r 
dovm and looked at me steady. "As applied t o "Whom?" he asked finally . 
So I told him, looking him straight in the eye. 
"OK fellow, 11 Dad said. ttDipsomania is alcholism; drinking to 
excess . Nymphomania is when a woman chases men; can;t stay away from 
men - ---" any man . " 
I thought I nnderstood, but I wanted it plainer. Dad gave it t o 
me plain, real plain. It made me sick. Anyway, it wasntt the Mrs . 
Barbara I knew, and I said so . Even when Dad explained that they were 
sicknesses, I didnnt understand~ I had never seen Mike's mother 
drunk, and as for the other well ~ it didn't make sense. Wanting 
to prove Dad W!'Ong, I cried, "You said ALL men., That ain't right 
Bill Burton is crazy about Mrs.Mason and she won't even l ook at him l ~tv 
"That's different," Dad said~ 11Mrs . Mason likes Mr., Burton~ She 
isnit cruel, Jim, just sick and proud . Before she married, she was a 
Mcinnis. I guess the Mcinnis family is one of the oldest and proudest 
in Mississippi . " 
Then Dad looked at me a long time . He started to pick up the 
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paper , then put it do1rvn. He said, "Its because she's so proud, Jim, 
t hat she goes out of tovm so rrmch. n 
I understood about the Mcinnis pride. Everyone in Mt . Sherman 
·vmo was anyone at all, could tell you about their ancestors , from both 
s ides too, maternal and paternal. Once I had even ridden with Mrs . 
Barbara and 1fike on a Sunday afternoon, and we~d drivep dovvn close to 
Greenville . Mrs. Barbara had taken some old back roads off the high-
way, gunning t he car like Ned himself was after us, and scar ing even 
me, the way she drove~ as though she was daring the car to leave the 
road with us . I was glad when finally we stopped$ 
She got out in her little spike~heeled shoes and t ook off across 
a sedge field, Mike and me fol lowing, trying to keep up. My mot her 
would have been thinking about her hose, but not Mrs o Barbara. Once 
she tripped~ Mike ran forward and picked her up~ Her knee was 
bl eeding, and Mike had his handkerchief out and wanted to wipe off t he 
blood, but, laughingly~ she shook him off and started to run agai ne 
n Iti s right up here, n she said in her rich, husky voice, real 
breathless now. And sure enough, she stopped right after that. She 
s tood there on a little soft hill with the sedge grass up to her wais t 
and her black hair like a cloud around her neck. "This is the old 
M Innis place ,n she said, only even I could tell she wasn ' t talking t o 
us . Her eyes had a greedy look, and she sipped the soft air l i ke 
water . "As far as the eye can see; all of that belonged to the 
Mcinnis family,'' she whispered. 
, On the way back she looked tired and didn't talk at allo The way 
she drove on the way back made the trip do'vn seem like a ride on a 
kiddy-car. But one look at Mike's jaw told me not to let on I was 
scared. I just sat there like that was the V'lay old Jim Nixon was used 
to traveling. 
The next time we visited by cousins in Greenville, I went out to 
old Negro Spurlock's farm. Spurlock claims he's a hundred years old, 
but its my private opinion that he ' s older . He looks like an apple 
that 's been too long in the barrel, but his eyes are black and shiny 
jellybeans., 
"Was the Mcinnis place real big?" I asked after we sat awhil~ . 
tr Bi g 'nuff, 11 he answered. Spurlock had his t.l-J.umb in his - Bibl e o 
He had read that Bible so much it was as limp as a rag. He closed it 
now over a gnarled, gray finger. ''After the Civil War, it fell to 
pieces, though . Mr. Brutus, who built the place, had a powerful 
streak of bullness in him, couldn't stand losing. After the was he 
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drank hisself to death. And his boy --- don' remember his name 
same way with hime He farmed the place for awhile, till his li i 1 gal 
died of the fever. Then they was an a ccident . He falls on his gun, 
only folks knows he falls on purpose. A powerful steak of bull-
ness; can't stand losing, them Mcinnises cang t ~n 
I thought old Spurlock was asleep because he cl osed his eyes 
then. But I should have known better. His black eyes snapped around 
at me, trying to catch me unaware. He was as curi ous as anything~ 
everr ·if' he WAS a hundred. 
11\~y y6u ask, boy?" he wanted to lmow. I just mumbled something 
and gave him the pound of bacon I had snitched from my Aunt Mildred. 
And then I left. That time I had tried on purpose to find out about 
why Mrs. Barbara was so peculiar. Later I found out more, only I 
couldn't help hearing what I heard. 
The day Dad and Bill Burton had their conversation, Mrs. Barbara 
had been gone for nearly a week, for ~he longest time she had ever 
stayed away. Mike and me were on top of our old shed out back, and we 
had a book apiece and a big peppermint stick apiece, which we ate 
along with mouthfuls of cheese. Dad was stretched out in a hammock 
by the side of the shed, but he was asleep, so we felt like we was by 
ourselves, especially since ~ere is a willow grows and spreads out 
right over the shed, like a ferny green umbrella . Only, Bill Burton 
comes up and first we know of it is when we hear Bill say~ 
"No, I'd rather we stay out here It What I want to say is private e 
I want you to talk to Barbara."' 
Mr. Burton doesn° t say "mighty proud" or tipartner" or talk like 
Texans are supposed to talk, but he comes from around Kilgore, which 
is in Texas, and his face looks like Texas does on the map in my 
geography book; flat and wide with big spaces between his features. 
He doesn1 t smoke or dripk, and once I heard·'my_ mother·:·call , him :Don 
Quixote·, whoever that is . 
Cautiously, my dad asked, "What do you want me to talk to her 
about?" 
Bill said, n About the way she v s trying to ldll herself. n 
So it was too late now for Mike and me to crawl down off the 
sheds I stole a look at Mike& Like he didn't see me looking, he 
turned over on his belly and put his face down flat on the tarpaper 
roof. I didnit dare touch him so I started biting the skin around my 
nails 1 wishing I was deaf. 
"If d like to do something, but I don't know what I could do, 11 my 
dad said. 
11Whatv s the matter with you people? What's the matter with her? 
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Ttt been three years since her husband died, yet you people say she'"s 
a Mcinnis; she'll never get over it. 18 
11 Take it easy," my dad said gently. 
"I won~, t take it easy. I love her and want to take care of her 
and her boy~ If I could get them away from t his place, back o Texas, 
I think she could forget . But it has to be soon. Time is running ou:... 
for Barbara . I feel ito And it isn't just her t What about :Mike? 
What will happen to Mike if he loses his mother? 10 
After a long tim~ Dad said t houghtfullyo HMike is blond, s was 
his father . He is a .proud boy, and a brave one . Mike doesn't even 
look like the Mcinnis side of the familyon 
Bill Burton's voice sounded s trained. He said, "To Hell with the 
Mcinnises t11 
You could tell Dad didn't think it would do much good, but he 
said he would talk with Mrs . Barbara. They walked off, still talkingo 
All this time · I hadntt looked at Mike . Now he sat up ru1d I mad~ 
myse~f look at him. From sooty frames, his blue eyes probed mine,and 
I had a sinking feeling that now I knew too much about his privat e 
affairs to be his best friend any more. But he wasn't mad. He jabbed 
my shoulder s oft-like and wiggled his ears. I started to say some~ 
thing, but before I could, he slid down the side of the shed and ran 
off fast in the direction of his house, his whitish hair bobbing and 
his elbows churning. 
Mike was still my friend; I should have been happy. But it was 
my turn to put my face down flat on the tarpaper roof . Only, ·where 
Mike hadn~t cried, I did. Somehow my crying had nothing t o do wiGh 
what Mr .. . Burton had said about Mrs . Barbara's time running out . I 
felt bad about that - sure t But what had gotten me was t he way Mike 
had wiggled his ears, as though he was trying to tell me --- ME~ Jim 
Mixon, that I wasn't to feel too bad. I guess I decided something 
there on the shed; I guess I did . Because after that I stayed close 
to Mike. Seemed like, it was the t hing to do, seeing as how I was 
still his best friend and all. 
The next day Mrs. Barbara came back. I was with Mike "When he 
f ound out she was home. We went in his house right after school and 
there was her shoe, kicked off right inside the front door. It was 
small and useless looking and worn and muddy. But underneath the mudj 
good leather glistened with many polishings . Mike slipped the shoe in 
his jacket pocket and I followed him to the kitchen door. 
Mrs . Barbara was in there moving things around on the cabinet 
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shel veo . Mike stood before me, his ha:rid.s .: dangling l oosely oJt h:l.s 
side, but his feet . planted sol··.d as -9. tree! Mrs .. Barbara didn't 
hear us , I guess, be auBe she stooped ovm and s U'~"ted looki ng i n th· 
bottom shelves_, as though what she want .d might be hid d v.1n there .. 
Even in the bunchy blue robe she w re, !7:' 8 wa.~ a,~ sma,ll as a mid-
afternoo .. shadow o 
Mike said. nr found :t, Mother . I p 1.r d it out, d 1.'1i!1 the sink .. 11 
Mrs ... Barbara started and whirled~ he l.,ng b a. . .,k hair ~a.s,:;ading 
down the f~ont of the blue robe .. gaoh Mike, n ohe V\lhi ""'per k:i.d 
behind her green eyes s orne thing turned ovar· :rouLd y ~ like :' ki ;ten o 
Y ~ didt1 1 have to b.; tw .lve to ?ee thP.t ~h~ h.9.d just ':."emembc·n·ed M·.ke .. 
Mike wn ked towc, ·d her, his ha.nd outstr-... t0neo.. 2fMurnmas ra he said .. 
He didn! t- ask where she had beer ~ a .. nd when ohc smiled a thin., bleak 
littl . srri_le , he let his hand d:rop. ~ 8 I se."ved you some .. It.r· bE:hiAd 
,ne m:tlk in the back of the r - frigeratv:t'. I ts j·llcot a li ttl(>') : i& h~ 
said .. k . i + was an apology,. somehowo 
Then Mike ju t stood there and braat..hed -- th·'+, al1 ~ h ·u.st 
b:r.eathed t1_ .. til Mrs . Ba'l'"bara c s small ba:-re .f'aet -wh • spe:t•ed sw:Lftl:y~ O"" e:t.~ 
the lin0leum towa:t'd the rafl'•igara.to~" . She str.';::d with 1 e_" h:mas 
g ipping the do r handl ~ but she didn t open it., 
Wo~:-king fast~ Mike had put C·""f'f .e and Wt.:ti:'.e:L• into a per .ola · -o1~ .. 
He aid, 88 Y u~ :ee supposed ·t,.') go to bed, Mothe-:·.. I wa t you t · d ... i nk 
scme ":J.ffee before you do ., n He walked ou; of 'Gh ki·cher. then2 fast ~ 
'i,;a~ryi:ri.g the c~off : p t e A.s I turnQd +;' follow him I he )."d M1• o 
Barbara open the refrigerat r .. 
Mil-a wen · · .~.t.o his moi;her~ r; rQr_.m o I~; w&.~ 'J.<, ';j_ .. ihat a;;/ s ,r;. h:-~~~d 
a: y in B. w-~t No"' embe o R-t Mike kep, fi.:... ,_ burnin 0 in l'!.trs., Barb8,:J,·a.~ t:J 
room, sc1 ~J:. wa"" warm there .. F~e1 ·· ng t..se- .ss t..nd i _lt.rudil g~ but 3 .ill 
.1.t:-t lvaryr,iHg t( lea"'J"e Mikes I wa .. ~ch ,_..d him p.11...g ih ·1-.h:'?- "'_ fl'~s p.,_ · ·~ . &J. :t 
~.:.t. it bReid ' p::stol 1 adi ~j oE a n igh·\ ~:.ab·-.e •-Y :h~1 oed .. ;Ih-?1~ h~ 
smoothc.d Mrs ~~ Barbara!!.., lace-edg~d pillow and st~raigh-tened thf"J tu~:.·r eel-
down .1.ap i -'w1.e matching shee' . ., 
Ri!1lng f~"om the wa:r.•m air ·,;f the ~-· .•:;m WCl.~ the Jae:;. am~:n.? Bme1.1 0 .~ 
Ntrs o BG'.rba!'b.. aud anothe"'" smell, b·,l ~· tho S'Vfe(-. ·. .:·:r.-,31~- 1m3""' !3t~'Utlg z t o I 
had ne-v-.~r been in her ro·,m b fore so I look ... d a;.,nun.d ., 
All -\he furniture wa0 ' ... d.. The paet.el :r<)dic ··nd tho elr>c t-&ic 
c0ff0r>, p.;t lo:)ked. ·U ;_, of plaoe .. B:1 t -:he reo.. V~w. like Mike t s mo·0he···, 
S·jmeh ,·w-. When she came in~ either th _-:ourn.it;u.:-e ,..,G med · ewe~" ""r Mrs . 
Bar.-b ra s f3med older., It was oue or the ot.h~:t~ - - I donv t kncniT vic icJ1 ., 
SJ: ~ ~idnv t e·""'en ~cti~a mej) though I waf' ~:dt,ti:ig 1 . pl3.in oj ght~ 
~~ight by ·1-he d., r . She W"'lked t the dresser e.nd · vri th a slim 1ing r 
she touched a lavender bottl e , he1 perfume , I ~~e.sed 8 I noviced tha~ 
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b~sides the bottle, there was two pictures on the dressing table. 
Mik walked to hero 
atYour f ather, 11 she said . "And the other one is Brutus Mcirmi s . ii 
11 You mean WAS," Mike corrected gently. But when she only kept 
looking at the pictures, he took her shoulders and guided her to the 
bed .. As they passed me, the blue robe slipped from Mrs. Ba:-"bara' 
shoulders and I saw some round dark marks on he~ skin~ burned penny 
ma~ks , fur of them. There wasn't any rug on the flooro Suddenly, 
my ankles felt cold. 
Mike t 1cked · his mother in bed . Even though she kept on the 
blUlchy blue robe , she hardly made a lump under the covers . With the 
pillows behind her back, she tcok the coffee Mike poured. H r other 
hand caught the robe and pulled it tight over her shoulder s . 
She smiled vaguely at me and then to Mike she said . " Gracious .. 
I've had company today. Mr- . Nixon was here and after he left • o . n 
She paused and looked hard at Mike. " .... after he left, Mr. Burton 
came by. You like Mre Burton, Mike? 11 
nyes, I like him9 " Mike said. And I knew he really did. But I 
saw Mike is hands make fists o They ha.d forgotten I was there so I got 
up and left the roome 
Before I shut the door, I heGU:"d Mrso Barbara say~ 11 No~ You're 
right o I don't know what I was thinking. It wouldn't be fair, would 
i·t; Mike?" 
L8.ter, Mike and I drank some cocoa and talked e It wasn' t U..Yltil 
the air outside turned blue with misty twilight that I went homeo My 
mouher said I had a cocoa mustach and told me to wash it off . In the 
bathroom Dad was shaving. I don't know why I to~d him what Mike said 
When he came out of Mrs. Barbara's r oom, but I told him: 
HHe st:tid he was going to take up the living room rug and put it 
in her room. He said the cold air was coming up from t he ground 
lLnderneath and was pushing the warm air clear up to the ceiling. 11 
'~ Damn , 11 Dad said softly. He had r1icked his face, but usually Dad 
didn r t cuss about THAT . Then he told me, ttYou help him do it_, Jim. 
Help Mike, you hear?" 
HI aimed on helping," I said. 
The next afternoon Mike and me put the rug in Mrs. Barbara's room& 
That, same day_ Mr. Burton came with red roses o He left the bedroom 
doo:r· open (he always did, Mike said) and we could hear his voice from 
j_n t.here , not his words, just his voice, which sounded like the vvh!d : 
low, humm"ng and breathless; like he was afraid Mrs. Barbara would 
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